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(ABSTRACT)

The Givens orthogonalization algorithrn is an efficient alternative to the normal equations

method for solving many adjustment problems in photogrammetry. The Givens method is one of

a class of methods for solving linear systems known generally as orthogonalization or QR methods.

It allows for sequential processing and greatly sirrrplifies the computatiori of statistics on the ob-

servations and residuals. The urrderlying reason for these advantages is the immediate availability

of the orthogonal Q matrix, which is computed as the data are processed and is intimately related

to the statistics needed for blunder detection. One of these statistics, the F statistic corrrputed from

externally studentized residuals, is both easily obtained and well·suited for blunder detection.

The Givens method requires nearly four times the number of computations as compared to

the normal equations approach in order to reach a solution. However, depending on the size of the

problem, blunder detection through the normal equations requires far more computer time than is

required when starting with a Givens decomposition.

The method allows a user to review intermediate results, test residuals and modify the solution

without having to compute a full solution. Adjustments of a level net and a single-photo resection

are used to demonstrate the method.

Because of the advantage in computational time, the Givens method is superior to the normal

equations approach when rigorous blunder detection is required.
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E 1. Introduction and motivation for the project

1. I Plzotogranznzetric arüustments

The art of adjusting photograrnmetric rneasurements consists of htting measurements of object

coordinatcs, of image coordinates ot those object coordinates, and of camera lens locations and

orientations into a physically realistic mathematical model. The term "photogrammetric adjust-

ments" covers a wide range of applications. from recovering object coordinates from measurements

on two oriented images, to the simultaneous orientation and control dcnsification of hundreds of

images. In all cases, the basic task is to determine the exact geometry of the camera, image and

object for each image. The technology of phototriangulation is well·known, primarily for the spe-

cial case of aerotriangulation. Arralytic methods are widely used and typically center on the normal

equations approach to least-squmes optimization.
Beyond the assigning of coordinates to points, we may ask more of a photogrammetric ad-

justment: to identity spurious image rneasurements (blunders), to apply constraints to the coordi-

nates. to use a priori Statistical properties of the observations to determine the statistical properties

of the coordinates, to accept partial data sets and give back intennediate answers. In many ways,

the normal equations approach is ideal for the task. In particular, statistical properties are typically

I. Introduction and motivation for the project 2



expressed as matrices of the form IFB, which carries directly over to the formulation of the normal
equations: given

min(Bx —-j)T(Bx -— jl

the least squares solution is

x = (BTB)"iBTf

However, the normal equations approach does not lend itself easily to all of these additional taslrs.

Intermediate results are obtained only by interrupting the process of data accumulation, and blun-

der detection is often an entirely separate operation. In addition, the normal equations approach

involves the formation of IFB, which leads to exaggerated numerical instability.

1.2 Aspects of the Givens method

A promising method, which has only recently been applied to photogrammetry and surveying,

uses the so-called Q·R decompositon (e.g., Golub, Luk and Pagano, 1979; Blais, 1983; Teskey,

1983). This involves orthogonahzing the coefficient matrix, typically using sequential Givens ro-

tations, and then solving the resulting triangular system of equations. This promises a number of

advantages over the normal equations approach, including the following:

• Numerical stability is that of the problem itself and is not exaggerated by the solution tech-

nique.

• The inherent numerical instabilities of a problem are easily identihed.

1. Introduction and motivation for the project 3



• Intermediate solutions may be calculated with little trouble, even in cases where there is rank-

deliciency (insuflicient data).

• Most of the computation time can be hidden between the moments when the user actually
collects data.

• Blunder detection using the R-student statistic may be done easily by computing and manip·
ulating the residuals directly without computing the unknown parameters.

• The algorithm adapts easily to handle robust estirnators based on least squares.

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the applicability of the Givens orthogonalization

algorithm to a simple photogrammetric problem, the resection of a single photograph from known

control points. We will concentrate on two aspect of the algorithm: sequential solution and blunder

detection. Other advantages will be mentioncd in passing but not developed. For example, it will

become apparent that a simple variation leads directly to a certain class of robust estimators, those

in which the weights are varied within a least squares solution. However, we will not cover this

topic in any detail. And although the wish for greater numerical stability is a prirne motivator for

the development of orthogonalization methods for many least squares applications, and although

numerical instability can be a problem in photogrammetric adjustments, it is not nearly as great a

problem as undetected blunders. The stability of orthogonalization methods is well known, and

so. as with robust estimators, this topic will not be discussed in detail.

Blunder detection md orthogonalization would appear at first glance to have nothing to do

with one another. There is no reason to expect that blunder detection would be made any easier
because we solved a least squares problem dilferently. Yet this is precisely what we will find: that

the method of solution greatly simplilies the task of detecting blunders. The principal disadvantage

of the Givens orthogonalization algorithm for standard least-squares solutions is the amount of

additional computer time required. When we consider blunder detection as a part of the solution,
we find that this is more than compensated for. With a normal—equations solution, one must

[ 1. Introduction and motivation for the project 4l
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compute a very large matrix of order equal to the number of observations; with any
orthogonalization method, this matrix is readily available. In this case, having computed an inter-
mediate solution, the test of any single observation involves little more than the formation of an
inner product. (Tests for multiple blunders are likewise simplified.)

The other advantage of the Givens orthogonalization algorithm that interests us here, its se-
quential nature, is only heightened by the simplified blunder detection. The use of the Givens
orthogonalization algorithm for sequential solutions is becoming more common in the
photogrammetric community (see, tor example, Gruen, l985 and Runge, l987). The ideal appli-
cation for a sequential method is during actual rneasurement: while the computer waits for the
operator to collect the next datum, the solution matrices can be updated. Ideally, blunders would
be detected at this time. so that the operator could immediately remeasure. The fact that one of
the best sequential adjustment methods, the Givens orthogonalization algorithm, leads naturally to
blunder detection has not been widely recognized. As this recognition comes, Givens could effec-
tively supplant other least squares methods in a wide class of problems.

1.3 Examples

Two examples are used: a simple level net and close-range photogrammetric strip. The level
net is much simpler, being a linear problem with only a few observations and parameters. This is
used to show the details of the method. The photogrammetric resection is used to prove the
method in a larger, non-linear case. lt is much easier to see the essentials of the Givens
orthogonalization algorithrn in the simpler problem, in which we can limit the number of un-

knowns and not have to deal with non-linearity. The desired results are obvious before any sol-
ution is performed · we can see the blunders in the data before they are detectedautomaticallythe

course of solution.

[ l. Introduction and motivation for the project 5ll



2. Development of the Grvens method

2. I Formulation of the pbotogrammetric azüustmerzt

problem

Photogrammetric adjustment problems usually involve finding the best estirnators for a group

of parameters subject to certain conditions which have an error term. In this context, "best" means

the solution that minimizes the sum of the weighted squares of the estimated errors, or residuals.

Rao (1973, p. 232) shows that the solution to the constrained least-squares problem has the same

statistical properties as the solution to the unconstrained least-squares problem, i.e., it yields unbi·

ased parameter estimates that have minimum overall variance. Note that the means by which the

minimization is achieved is not specified. A (local) minimum is necessarily unique, so that we are
free to choose our method and be assured of the same statistical properties. In particular, we wish

to choose a method that is at least as good as the normal equations approach, since that represents

the most common method used today.

The least—squares phototriangulation problem may be represented by the following linear sta—
tistical model:

; 2. Development of the Givens method 6
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2.1.1

or

6 -1- Bx =f 2.1.2

with stochastic model

va1iance(6) = E.

Letting v estimate 6, the problem may be written as

rnin(vTWv) subject to v -1- Bx =f , 2.1.3

where

I 6 R°M is the vector of observations,

6 6 RCM is the vector of unknown errors in the c condition equations,

v = /6 6 R°M is the vector of estimates of 6,

d 6 RCM is a constant vector,

[6 (1-IE RM,

x 6 REM is the vector of unknown parameters:

rotation angles m (about x), ¢> (about y) and ic (about z)

and camera lens positions XL, YLand ZL,

B 6 Rcxu is the coeiheient matrix for x in the condition equations,

W 6 R°x° is the weight matrix for the residuals,

2. Development of the Givens method 7
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c is the number of condition equations,

u is the number of unknown parameters,

c 2 u.

1,7**lE

= variancelgi)

nä is the a priori reference variance for statistical testing

V is the cofactor matrix for 6.

Note that E represents the variance of 6, not of v . Since we assume a variance for all errors included

in the model, E is positive delinite and so W is also positive definite. The use of W as the weight

matrix for the residuals and the interpretation of V as variance (6) (Mikhail, 1976, p. 104) are well

founded in statistical theory (Rao, 1973, sec. 4a. 1), provided that the model is correct, i.e, the var-

iance structure of the errors is correctly represented by E . Note also that og is included only for

statistical convenience and has no effect on the minimization.

lmphcit in our development of adjustment techniques for phototriangmlation will be the as-

sumption that all errors in the observations are norrnally distributed. This may seem unnecessarily

arbitrary, but it is really just a simplilied route to a fact that is otherwise true. Various formulations

of the Central Lirnit Theorem in statistics (see, for example, Rao, 1973, pp. 127-128) state that as

the number of observations increases, however they are distributed, the distribution of derived

quantities linearly related to those observations will approach the multinormal distribution (again

unbiased and with minimum variance). Because we will use a linear model and many observations,

this implies that our parameters, as well as other derived quantities, will have a multinormal dis-
tribution. Thus, the assurnption of normality is not necessary, it only simplifies matters. Since

2. Development of the Givens method 8
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we will be interested in variance propagation and in developing statistical tests, it will be very useful
to be able to asisume normality in the parameters and in other derived quantities.

Because we assume that the only covariance is between x and y measurements of the same
point on a photograph, which will be represented by adjacent rows in the condition equations, E
will have at most 2 x 2 blocks on the diagonal. Typically E will be diagonal, with no covariances
at all. Tms is the typical assumption and is used here. ln other cases, E might be block diagonal.

2.2 Solwine the least s uares roblem using Givens rotationsÖ Ö

2.2.1 The QR decomposltion

The typical treatment of the least squares problem in elementary textbooks (e.g., Mikhail, 1976

or Myers, 1985) utilizes ditlerential caleulus to obtain the minimum·resicluz1l solution. An alterna·

tive derivation uses only linear algebra and leads directly to application of the QR decomposition.

lt will be convenient to minimize norms rather than inner products. If we define

§§xll2 = \/x x (the euclidean length of x)

then

llxhä = xTx.

Also, note that since any orthogonal matrix Q represents a norrdeforming rotation possibly com-

bined with a retlection, the length of Qx is the same as the length of x, or

llgxllz = Il-‘<ll2

l 2. Development of the Givens method 9
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In the simplest case. ignorlne constraints, we will solve l

min(vTWt·) subject to v 4— 3:6 =f 2.2.1

using the nomenclature tletined above. Letting

W = 1.1] 2.2.2

and

ll = Llv 2.2.3

v =
l.”Tu (where IÄT = (I,T)”l ) 2.2.4

we have

minilull subject to u + LTB.: = LTf 2.2.5

Ol'

minl§LTBx —- 1.1/112. 2.2.6

L could be obtained through cholesky decornposition or eigenvalue decomposition. The normal

equations solution to this problem is

BTLLTB.: = BTI..LTjZ s61»·16g {OT X.

or

BT Wßx = BT‘WjI 2.2.7

2. Development of the Givens method 10



Another solution to this problem may be derived by considering the minimlzation directly

without forrning the normal equations. We will Dégil by working with the square of the 2-norm;

whatever minimizes this will also rninimize the 2—norm.

rninllLTBx — Ll}01§ = tnlntgglzglßx - QlLl,r15§ 2.2.8

= min§lRx - Qlillzlgfjä

where

Q 6 Rcxc, orthogonal,

R = QTLTB 6 Ilcxu, upper triangular.

Setting

R = [R1 2.2.90

R1 6 Rum, upper trianwlar

and

Q = [Q1 Q2] 2210

Q2 E Rcx(c-u)

we then have

min111,TR.»t — 1.Tf11§ = mtntül 2.2.10

2. Development of the Givens method ll
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. {/tix - Q§"!!‘Ät°I,.2.
_\ ”!‘

TH-‘* Q2 L jl

fn known.

Finally,

m1¤[1;R,x — QI,'°1Äl,rI1§] = 0 2.2.11

when we solve the system

Rjx = 2.2. l2

giving us the least-squares solution. A method which decomposes a matrix into an orthogonal

factor (Q) and an upper triangular factor (R) is known as a QR method. This decomposition is not

unique; for this thesis it will be computed using Givens rotations. It is always computable, re-

gardless of any column rank deliciency in B. Assuming exact arithmetic, the number of non-zero

rows in R will equal Rank(B).

L appears in this formulation only to premultiply B and f , and it will appear in our solution

only when we obtain v = L·Tu. The present development will be greatly sirnplified ifwe assume that

the weights, in the form of L , are applied at the beginning and then ignored until the final residuals

are needed. The method will be just as rigorous if we apply this transformation to the data. ln

particular, blunder detection will be much simpler if we treat the transforrned residuals rather than

the true residuals. Thus, for the remainder of this thesis, it will be assumed that this transformation,

the application of weights on the observations, has already been perforrned on the incoming data,

and that it will be reversed when the hnal residuals are required. This will allow us to focus more
directly on the problem at hand, the implementation of a Givens orthogonalization algorithrn. and

2. Development of the Givens method 12
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leave questions of weighting as a side issue. For notation, we will use B,fand v to represent the
transformed matrices.

There are two statistically important matrices which we may define now for use later,

tßT.a)‘l =g1llQlQ1z;‘” = (R"°1—z)“‘ =
(Rj‘”R,)"

= RTIRIT 2.2.IIs

(covariance matrix for the pararneters), md

te m zart
(used in outlier [blunderl detection: see Belsley, Kuh and Welsch, 1980, pp. 72-73). The latter is
also referred to as H.

2.2.2 The Givens QR decomposition

ln this thesis, the QR decomposition will be computed using Givens rotations. A Givens ro-
tation matrix represents a simple plane rotation. The general rotation matrix is

I cos 9 sin 9
I — sin 9 cos 9

I.

This matrix is always constructed in order to elirninate a specific element of B, bj, by the computa·
tion

cos 9 sin 9 ll-bj,]III- sin 9 cos 9_ILbl,{

In order to do this, we apply the rotation to the im and jm rows of B. This is equivalent to applying
this rotation to the i,j plane in R"' . To do this we may construct the appropriate rotation matrix,
Qt by starting with the identity matrix and making four substitutions, as followsz

{
2. Development of the Givens method l3



QQÜQQÜT COSÜ

Qß QM U L- COS Ü;

1 0 0 0 0 0 1

01... 0 0 ...00

i 0 0 cost? sin0 0 0
Qü =

jl 0 0 ...·—- sin 0... cos 0 0 0 T

00... 0 0 ...10
0 0 0 0 01

(In the sequel we often write JR for Qm , to avoid having to keep track of rows and columns.)
When B' = QÜB 6 Rmm, the intermediate result, is formed. the following are important to bear

in mind:

• 0 is chosen such that the j,i entry of B becomes zero.

• The euclidean matrix norm is invariant under orthogonal transformations, so B' has the same

numerical conditioning as B

• Only the im and im rows of B are atfected.

• The computations for the km column are

hip: = cos 0b:k + sin 01:%

bjk: = — sin 0b,k #1- cos Objk

2. Development of the Givens method 14
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and so the following rules hold;

¤ If bäh or bäh is nonzcro, bäh and bäh will become nonzeroä

¤ If bäh and bhh are zero. bhh and bw will become zero.

Thus, Q is very selective and predictable in its influence on the zero-nonzero structure of B. We

will elirninate entries of B in the following order:

• eliminate ahä against aää

• eliminate aaä against aää

• eliminate an against am

¢•

eliminate aää against ( i> j )

••

eliminate am, against aää

(Note that the entries of B change with each step.)

After the first n rows of B are rendered upper triangular, each succeeding row of B is com-

pletely eliminated. When the rn*" row of B has been eliminated, we set the resulting upper triangular

matrix equal to R and we have eompleted the computation

B = QR.

}

2. Development of the Givens method l5
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We have used 6 as a parameter of our Givens rotation. lt should be noted that 6 need not
be computed explicitly. Since 6 is not a useful quantity by itself, we do not compute it. lnstead,
we compute cos6 and sin6 directly:

cos6 = 2.2.l-1

hetsin6 = . 2.2.l5ett - ri
The QR decomposition has thus far been assumed to exist. This is relatively easy to demon-

strate in the case of the Givens orthogonalization algorithm. The pathological condition occurs
when b,, and b,, approach ll. causing the denorninator to approach 0. The algorithm must check
for this; when it occurs, we allow Q'! = I. There is no case in which the algorithrn cannot proceed.

The operational difficulty here is in determining whether an entry is so close to zero that its
value is simply roundoff error. Such entries should be considered to be zero, but their identification
is problematic. lt is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider this problem further.
Photogrammetric problems have well·known geometries, each parameter having a physical mean-
ing. Aside from some well-known cases, in which object points and perspective centers lie on a
"critieal surface," it is known each parameter in a phototriangulation problem can be solved for, and
we will make that assumption from here on. In the course of matrix decomposition, certain entries
must become zero, and so they are set to zero explicitly. Aside from those that are easily predicted,
we can assume that there are no computed zeroes in the solution matrices.

2.2.3 Some useful expressions

It will be useful at this time to collect, for later use, the expressions for some important vectors,
A, jf, and v .

f

2. Development of the Givens method 16



—t TA ; R, Q,f 2.2.16

A . „

f = BA = QRA = Q,R,A = Q,/{,R§°‘QIf= Q,Q,Ff= H/(Recall: H = Q,Q‘,F) 2.2.17

A 2
I=d—·f=d——Hf 2.2.18

A
v=f—f=,t”—i{f:(l—IIT;f 2.2.19

With the exception of A. none of the vectors above depends on the solvability of the system

or the availability of an inverse. The system may be rank deficient, yet we can compute

f, I , and v with no difliculty, because Q and R are always defined. ln practice, if we do this, the

values we get are meaningless: will be the same as jj will be the same as I for the observations

which cannot be recomputed from the existing A, and v will thus be zero for these obsezvations.

2..2.4 Storing Q

We can preserve a representation of Q, rather than Q itself, in the subdiagonal area of B (noting

that these are the elements reduced to zero by the orthogonalization algorithm), thus taking up no

additional space. Many applications will not need Q as a whole matrix, but rather individual rows

and columns. These may be generated on demand. The representation of Q used would be the

ratio b,,,“'b,,; this is suflicient to generate P,, and D,, .

Blunder detection makes extensive and frequent use of Q. Thus. for the relatively small ap-

plication at hand, we will assume that the host computer has enough storage space. making it more

efficient to simply compute Q on the spot and store it whole. Otherwise, a great deal of redundant

computation would be necessary to compute Q and H every time they are needed.

2. Development of the Givens method 17



Computing externalfv studentized residuals for blunder

detection

Only the ornniscient among us can detect blunders in a data set; the rest of us have to guess.
Because a phototrianguiation adjustment can be ruined by blunders, there have been developed
numerous schernes to detect them. ln the photograrnrnetric and geodetic literature, Baarda
(1960,1968), Pope (1976) and liok ( l98-1) illustrate the various approaches to the problem. All

follow the same principle, asking: Does an observation fit the overall trend of the data'? llow sure
can we be of our conclusion? The first of these questions is easy to answer. The difficulty comes
later. when we must fonnulate statistical tests to answer the second question.

Externally studentized residuals were chosen for three reasons: they provides an answer to a

rigorous question. they are convenient to calculate, and they follow the well-known F distribution

which gives us greater power in our tests. Convenience is not a criterion for choice by itself, but

it is not a trivial issue either. One does not, for example, want to solve the entire phototriangulation
before searching for blunders. The approach taken here is to apply blunder detection at intervals,

while the solution is being formed. At the same time, we may change the ot level (the probability

of missing a blunder). In this way, while the solution is incomplete we can be lax and purge only

the most obvious blunders; when all the data are in we can be more stringent. The use of a well-

known distribution is less important, and the advantages are mostly hypothetical. The P distrib-

ution is part of a family of related distributions which also includes the normal, X2 and Students t

distributions, allowing us more flexibility should we need it later.

We will want to test for single blunders, for groups of blunders, and for single blunders within

a larger group of removed observations. Rather that pursue separate derivations, we will derive the

statistic for testing an entire group of observations, referring to the set of removed observations as
Z, containing m observations.

2. Development of the Givens method l8
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In testing the ohservations in Z, we might use the sum of their squared deviations from the
predicted values as a measure how well these observations fit with the rest of the data. This leads
naturally into the F test, in which we compare this sum of squares against the residual sum of
squares for the regression withottt using the Z observatiorzs. In order to use the F statistic, we need
to ensure the independence of the two surns of squares; in this case, we do irrdeed have that. Letting
SS_z he the sum of squares for the adjustment without the observations in Z, SSz__z he the sum
of squares for the ohservations in Z., as computed using the adjustment which excludes them, df
he the degrees of freedom ler the hill adjustment, including the oloservations in Z, diz he the degrees
of freedom for the adjustment without the the observatiorrs in Z, md dfz__z be the degrees of free-
dom associated with SSz__z , we can write our test statistic as

F_Z i ’~"
};di‘.Z‘ 2•3•1

(Cook and Weisherg, 1982). Under the null hypothesis, F_z = l. We expect that if there are
blunders in Z, F_z > l, and we are not interested if F_z < 1. Therefore, we use the one·sided F test.

We have df = (c - u), df_z = (c — u —- rn), and dfzaz = rn; we still need expressions for SS„z and
SSz__z to form F.

Obviously, one could recompute the solution without the observations in Z, but there exist
formulae for the values we want. Let

H = ßtalßydal.

H is referred to as the HAT matrix (Myers, 1985), since Hf=jf ( fheing the vector of observations).

Detine Hz as the diagonal subrrratrix of H corresponding to the observations in Z. If the observa-

tions in are adjacent in B, then Hz is just a square suhmatrix along the diagonal. lf the obser-

vations in Z are not adjacent, then the Hz consists of the diagonal entries of H and the

corresponding ollldiagonal entries. For example, if we have three ohservations and Z represents
the tirst and third of these, we would have

I
2. Development of the Givens method 19
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P

Ihn hrz hrs}
H=Ph2i ht;2 ltni

hat him httj

and

mt mj[IZ =
h31 hr3 _l

Finally, detlne m as the number of observations in Z, that is, the number of observations being

removed and vz as the vector of residuals on the observations in Z (computed from the full sol·

ution). We can now write

sszfz = vg(I — 11zj‘lvz 2.3.2

SS_z = SS 2.3.3

Armed now with the F test, we are ready to test for blunders in our data set. However, we

still need H and (I — Hz) ‘l . Hz will typically be small (we will not test for more than a few blunders

at a time) so the inversion is not of concem. The real elfort is in computing Hz .

Even if we remove just one observation and test it, all of the required quantities are still de-

fined, in particular SSz__z. Although this could reduce to a Student’t t variable (noting that

Fm, = t§, ), we will test it as an variable. lf we wish to remove a set of observations and test just

one of them, say the im one, we could use SS,__z = v$h,, (equivalent to using just v, computing

SSz_„z, replacing v,_ ,_,„ with 0).

2. Development of the Glvens method 20
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2.3.1 Using the Givens solution to compute test statistics ;
II

The major effbrt in computing the test statistic we desire is hi computing H = B(BlB)*‘Bl.

Recalling that

11 = B(BTB‘FlBT = Q. Q}

we see that computing any given element of H involves only computing the norm of a vector of u

elements.

2.3.2 Properties of the H matrix

H has the following interesting properties:

1. His idempotent, i.e. [IH = II

2. H is symmetric and positive detinite

3. trH (the trace of H) = p

4. h., 5 l; to the extent that h,. ——-> 1 , observation i is excessively inlluential, or "by itse1f" in the

data set, possibly being the only observation which has much effect hi predicting a certain pa-

rameter. lf observation i is alone in predicting this parameter, then lt,. = 1 .

From this last property, we can see a connection to the formula for SSZFZ = v§(l — IIZ)"vZ . lf

h.. = 1 then h.._. $1: h.._. ¢ i = 0 and thus (I —-— HZ) is singular. This does not indicate an error.

Simplistically, we can say that if an inlluential observation is removed, there may be no data re-

maining to predict a certain parameter, and the system is no longersolvable.2.Development of the Givens method21‘
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It is well worth recalling at this point that this entire development of a method for detecting
blunders a set of observations has used the transformed design (B), observation (f) and residual
(tt) matrices. yet there has been no place where we have had to make any assurnptions in this regard.

As long as there is a one-to-one correspondence between untransformed and transformed 0bserva·

tions (i.e., as long as W and L diagonal), the transformation simply represents a scahng of the
observations. There is no advantage to using the untransformed matriees; all of our statistics can
be based on the transformed rnatrices.

2.4 Lärdating the solution

ldentifying blunders helps us only if we can remove or replace them. To do this, we need a

method for removing a row of data from B and inserting a row of data into B. Obviously, a new
solution could be cornputed from scratch, but this is not necessary. It is faster to update the existing

Q and R factors directly by exploiting their special properties. (The remainder of this section ex-

pands on the development given in Golub and Van Loan, 1983, pp. 442-443.)

2.4.1 Removing a row of data

Suppose we wish to update the Q and R factors of B, such that the im row of B is effectively

removed from the solution. Let

12,*
6 =p tgl p, 2.4.1

B2

where of is the im row of B and let ql be the im row of Q. Compute a set of rotation matrices
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J = Jm_,Jm_2 J, 2,4.2 I

such that
fqil = 44, 2.4.3

where I1 = ;I-_ l. The product QJ will have the form

q) Q:]
QJ= 1 0 Q. 2.4.4

0 Q2_I

(Note: Q, and Q2 do not have the same meaning as they had in the develpment of the QR method.)
lf we construct J properly, operating on successive adjacent pairs of rows starting at the top, fl

will be a Hessenberg matrix, that is.}, eé 0 only where i > j . Thus,

VT
./TR = 2.4,6

RI

will also be Hessenberg. We now have

T
Io

QI QIIBVIII
QR = QJJ R = 1 0 IQ 2.4.6

. R1 I

IBI
°

QIII VIII
bf = 4 0 I 2.4.7

IB? I-0 QÄII RVI

lt can now be seen that vl = ab? . We now have the desired result, the Q—R decomposition of B
without the im row, B,__, :

B,__, = [gilt, 2.4.8
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2.4.2 Replacing a row of data

Instead of completely removing data from the solution we may wish to replace it, in which case

we keep the factors temporarily in the form of eq. 2.7.7, above. We may then do the fohowingz

substitute the new data ihr bf and vl (recalling that bj = av ); compute another set of rotation
matrices

J == Jm_,Jm_2 J1 2.4.9

but this time such that RJ is upper triangular (as was R originally); compute Q! ; and we will

have the Q-R decomposition of the new B.

Note that if we are simply replacing an observation of a control point with another observation

of the same control point, there is no reason to update Q or R . The error in an observation is
contained in f , which plays no part in computing Q or R. In this case, the simplest thing is to

insert the new entry into fand re-form the product Qf (all at once this time, not sequentially as the

original had been formed), and we have accomplished our goal. This method for updating

Q and R in replacing an observation really applies only in the case where we measure a different

control point, so that B actually changes.

2.5 The effects of Rank de/iciency

Problems of column rank deliciency in B have come up at various times during the develop-

ment of the method. This subject is important enough to warrant a review of its effects on the

method we have outlined for blunder detection and on the possibility of solving for the parameters.

2. Development of the Givens method 24
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Because Q is an orthogonal matrix, we have assumed that Q is not singular. Even if we have

no data, Q will ibe the identity matrix. fl is formed from part of this orthogonal matrix, Q,, but

we have no similar guarantee that rr will not be singular; nor do we know that any submatrix Hz

will not be singular. The existence of Ii assures us that we may compute jf, i, and v, but obtaining

BZ may be impossible.

In order to solve the system completely, to obtain the parameter vector A as well as the resi-

duals, we need B to have full column rank. Unlcss this is the case, R, will be rank deficient, making

the system impossible to solve directly for the full set of parameters.

There are exceptions to this. One is where there is complete information for a subset of the

parameters, and no information for any other parametcrs. Supposing for convenience that these

are the first p parameters, we can look at the upper triangular matrix Rp 6 RW , where RF consists

of the first p rows and columns of R . Using Rp we can solve for A, ignoring all other parameters.

This is the approach used in the example program, and it is appropriate for sequential adjustments

in general.

Another approach involves solving not for the parameters themselves but for linear combi-

nations of the parameters. We will not pursue this any farther here. Most of the parameters in

photogrammetry have physical meanings which would be lost by linearly combining them. It is

preferable in such cases simply to obtain more data or modify the geometry of the problem.

2.6 The connection with robust estimation

Suppose that, during the course of Givens orthogonalization, we are at the point of elirninating

b,, from partially reduced coefficient matrix B, . ln this case the two rows of interest are the im and
im rows. Isolating these two rows, we have
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1 algo Obg bg
0ObgWe

may constmct a rotation matrix which will serve to eliminate bg as

lbs * le 1
1 W UH T “’£l \, bmi T *3jl

Qg=TT 1 D hlt g bh T
gl XJ

bg(ignoringall but the im and jm rows and columns). Defming

T bri l

ogm = X,1·” bg + bg bg 2.6.:6
L 0 X; bg + bg

and

0 bg + bi

(noting that Dgt2l„7g"2 = Dg) we have Qg == PgDg'2. Our goal is to form the product Qgß == PgDg’2Bg.

D simply servcs to multiply the im ami jm rows of B by constants. Processing the im and im rows
can now be done in two steps: multiplication by Dgm, then multiplication by Pg

g
2. Development of the Givcns method 26
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When B has been completely processed, the set of D,V“ matrices can be expressed as i

Dj,} Dtl§2D§{2D§(2; the order is unimportant, as all Dijiz are diagonal. The product is likewise a di-

agonal matrix. It may be advantageous to postpone the computation of the upper-triangular form

R until it is needed: each row of B will then only be rnultiplied by a single factor; and the individual
square roots need not be computed, just the roots of the elements of D. The result is that the
number of arithmetic operations required is reduced sornewhat. More irnportantly, however, we
should note that DV2 is in the same position as LT . This means that DW can serve the purpose
of LT; we can adjust D to change the weiglxts on our observations. Many so-called robust estima-
tors involve exactly this, a re-weighting of suspect observations. By these methods, the weights on
observations depend not only on the a priori weight assigned to it, but also on the conformity of
the observation to the rest of the data set (See Kubik, Merchant and Schenk, l987). A solution
by the method described here (using the sequential Givens algorithm) would thus lead naturally into
robust estimation.

I
Ö
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3. The projects at hand

3. I Details of the present implementation

The Givens orthogonalization algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN-77 and tested
on a VAX computer operating under the VMS operating system. All the code has been written
tbllowing strict language rules in order to be portable to other machines with FORTRAN-77. TheV
core routines which comprise the actual adjustment portion call extra routines to obtain and modify
data, control the iteration for nonlinear problems, and write the output to a file. These extra rou-
tines are specihc to the application. Two sets of such routines have been written for this project,

one set for the level net problem and the other set for the photogramrnetric resection problem.
The core routines closely follow the development outlined heriein. Wherever possible, redun-

dant or meaningless computations are avoided. For example, some computations necessarily yield
zeroes, so these computations are skipped and the zeroes assigned directly. Routines from the

LINPACK linear algebra package (see Dongarra and others, l9’78) are used extensirely without

modification. Because of this dependency on LINPACK, and in the interest of clarity, no advan-

tage was taken of the natural sparsity available in a gven system. If this were to be done, most of
the routines would have to be rewritten.
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Apart from the driver routine, the subroutines are all small, with typically fewer than fifty ex-

ecutable lines of code. All subroutines were designed to be as generic as possible. In this way the

code is partitioned into modules which are easily developed, modified and reused.

Data input is from a file. In this aspect the program merely mimics a sequential solution, since

all the data are available at once. However, the processing is done Line by Line, with the operator

allowed to check and modiiy the solution after each line has been processed. Residuals for the

processed observations are displayed, and the operator is allowed to ask for the F·statistic on any

combination of them. lf the statistic can be computed, the results are given; if there are insufficient

data, the operator is told so. The program only provides the statistic and the degrees of freedom;

the operator must perform the actual li-test himseh. After performing the test, the operator is then

given the choice of changing the data by modifying the observation or replacing the entire line of

the B and fmatrices (for the level net problem) or completely deleting the line (for both problems).

Once the data set has been processed, the estimated overall variance of the observations, the esti-

rnated parameters and the residuals are written to an output file.

3.2 Comparison with the normal eqaations approach

Most photogrammetric and geodetic adjustment methods are based on the normal equations

approach. The success of the present approach must be guaged partly by how well it performs as

compared to a normal equations solution. The remainder of this section will look at the two

methods based on accuracy, memory requirements and speed. (This discussion will igiore issues

of sparsity in the design matrix B.)
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3.2.1 Accuracy l

A comparison of computational accuracy is not as important as it might seem. With a rea-

sonably well-conditioned prohlem. the accuracies of the two methods are identical. In the ill-

conditioned case, the Givens method should perform substantially better than the normal equations

method, but this is really a rnoot point. In most cases. the photogrammetrist can detect ill-

conditioning in the solution through extensive preanalysis. Furtherrnore, such ill-conditioning will

be accompanied by high varianees on the eornputed parameters, a problem serious enough to cause

rejection of the solution and a revision of the geometry.

3.2.2 Memory requirements

If any statistieal analysis of outliers (hlunders) is being performed, memory requirements for

a Givens solution and a normal equations solution will be similar. This is because blunder de-

tection requires H, a c x c matrix. This is the largest matrix generated, and it is the same size re-

gardless of method. ln this case, savings in other areas will not be meaningful. If only an analysis

of the variance structure of the parameters is required, then a u x u matrix, the inverse of the normal

equations, is required regardless of the method. If no statistical analysis is called for, the Givens

method holds a slight advantage with regard to memory requirements. This is because the normal

equations are not formed explicitly, the Cholesky factor, Rl, being computed directly from the de-

sign matrix, B.
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3.2.3 Speed

For speed, the Givens orthogonalization algorithrn is a two·edged sword. Again, the advan-

tage depends on whether blunder detection is required. In the simple case, where a simple solution

is required, the normal equations method requires % floating point operations (FLOPs; one

FLOP consists of one addition and one rnultiplication or division) to form the normal equations

and FLOPs to generate the Clroleslzy factor. (Recall that c is the number of equations or ob-

servations, and u is the number of unkown parameters.) In this case, the Givens orthogonalization

algorithrn requires no FLOPs to generate the normal equations (not generated) and 2cu* — uä

PLOPs to generate the Cholesky factor. This does not include updating Q. Once the Cholesky

factor exists, in either case, solving requires % FLOPs. We can see that the Givens

orthogonalization algorithm requires cuz —— -ä- ul extra FLOl’s, or nearly four times the computer

time that the normal equations method requires for the simple least-squares solution.

In the case where we need to detect blunders, the situation changes. The FLOP counts above

and beyond the simple solution, above, are as follows. The normal equations method requires
ul PLOT’s to invert the normal equations andä FLOPs to generate H, having already com-

puted the normal equations. The Givens orthogonalization algorithm requires 2cuz + % FLOPs

(again, ignoring sparsity) to generate Q, and FLOPs to generate H, for a total of

Zcul + + -*1;- FLOPs. The normal equations method thus requires
-(L?-Ei--Q-gi- Zcuz-I-éuß more FLOPs than does the Givens orthogonalization algorithm to

compute H. A rough computation shows that for c > 4, the normal equations method requires

more FLOPS than the Givens orthogonaliaation algorithm, and for large problems, in which rn

greatly exceeds n, the normal equations method requires roughly $2-13- more FLOPs. Considering

that H will be cornputed at intervals during the course of solution, in order to check for blunders

periodically, this excess FLOP count negates the advantage in speed that the normal equations

formerly enjoyed. Once H is in hand. the methods do not differ in operations required for blunder
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detection. From this point, computing the test statistic for a set Z of m observations requires
2 . . . .roughly 2;- floatrng pornt operations.

Finally, we will consider the case where we need to delete an observation. For the normal

equations, H must be recomputed from scratch; for the Givens orthogonalization algorithm, Q is
updated and H cornpnted from Q;. From the previous discussion it should be clear that the ad-
vantage of the Givens orthogonalization algorithm in computing H carries over into the deletion
of observations.

Of course, any method for detecting blunders which makes use of H is a great irnprovement
over the brute-force method of recomputing the solution from B and fi

Readability has been given priority, for the most part, over efficiency in the inner workings
of the subroutines, so the operation counts given here are slightly lower than the actual operation

counts whjle running the sample program.

3.3 Assumptmns and dcficzcnczes

The solution algorithm described here and implemented in the accompanying program makes

the following critical assumptions:

• That reasonable initial approximations are available for all unknown parameters in the

photogrammetric problem. "Reasonable" here means that quick convergence will not be pre-

vented by poor initial approximations.

• That the error covariance matrix, E , is block diagonal; the software implementation assumes

that E = aäl.

• That no constraints are required.
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I• 'That the coefficients on I, the vector of observations, are all unity. ln the notation of Milchail
(1976), there is no A matrix, and we are solving the problem by the adjustment of observations
only.

As discussed above, the assuinption of E diagonal is not critical; other forms of E will be shnple
and may be represented by a simple premultiplication of B andf by LT where

2 Z- LE.

E is not needed again until the end of processing, whereupon the process of reinoving it may be

rcversed and the necessary statistics computed. Thus, a minor modification of the existing program

would add this feature.

The assumption of reasonable initial approximations is not altogether sound for a working

phototriangulation system. Finding some of these parameters may be the very reason an adjustrnent

is performed, and so rcquiring good a priori approximations may defeat the purpose. And the spe-

cific blunder detection routine in the present system is intended to serve as part of the first iteration

in the solution of the problem as a whole and relies on these approximations for its own solution.

. Thus, bad approximations will not be corrected before they reach the solution of the whole system

and so cause slow convergence, in addition to slowing up the blunder detection. But these prob-

lems, however serious, are essentially ignored here and left as a separate problem. The realistic as-

suinption, that no good initial approximations are available, would require the decoupling of the

blunder detection and solution routines and the installation of a separate routine for generating in-

itial approximations, called from the routine that reads the data from the input file and generates

the matriees. Thus, the present system might be thought of as treating a special case, an efficient

means of reaching the solution when good approxiinations are available.

Bad approxirnations and blunder detection do not mix well at all. The blunder detection

scheine is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the approxiinations, because these approxirnations
set up the linear space in which we are trying to locate blunders. A signnicant departure in the
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approximations from the "true" model means that we are testing our data against a shifted model,
and statistical tests may be rendered meaningless.

The introduction of constraints would pose some interesting problems. One method is to treat
them as observations with zero variance. This approach requires manipulating Z and W a great
deal. Another method, that of Paige t1979) and Kourouldis and Paige (1981), handles a very gen-
eral case, including both constraints and a coefficient matrix on the observations, and requires two
orthogonalizations, of the design matrix and then of pan of the orthogonal Q matrix. The latter
is a proven method for solving least squares. ljnlilce the simple case with neither constraints nor
coeflicients on the observations. the deletion or replacement of individual observations is quite
complex.

One issue which we have addressed only brielly has been that of sparsity. Photogammetric

problems often involve parameters that are spatially associated - for example, the coordinates of a
camera exposure station and the coordinates of the object points shown on the corresponding im-

age. Practically, this means that the resulting matrices may be very sparse. Because R and the
Cholesky decomposition of BTB are identicl in structure, some of the techniques used for stoting

the normal equations eiiiciently (eg., Snay, 1976 or lennings, 1977) can be applied here. This
structure is easily predicted (see, for example, Brown, 1974). lt is much more ditlicult to predict

the structure of Q. There is far more fill—in with Q, and the a storage scheme to take advantage of

sparsity has to be quite complex. Since the present system is intended to demonstrate some of the

advantages of the Givens orthogonalization algorithm, the problems of sparsity and core-storage

limitations were igmored.
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I 4. Examples

In this section we will review the results of applying the Givens method to two problems: a

level net and a photogrammetric resection. The most important things to note are the correctness

of the solutions and the sequential nature of the processing, in which the user interacts constantly

by monitoring and making choices.

4. 1 Level net example

The level net progam is intended to be an example of the Givens orthogonahzation algorithrn

solving a simple but realistic problem in surveying. The mathematical model is linear, relating the

elevations of measured and known points on the Earth’s surface. Each observation is an elevation

difference. In this case, there is one known elevation (a benchmark, labeled M in Figure 1 on page

37, with an elevation of 1000.0 feet) and three unknown elevations (labeled A, B and C). Duplicate

measurements between NI and each of A, B and C account for the first six observations, and single

measurements between the three unknown elevations are in the last three observations. The data

I
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are given in Table l on page 38. Intentional blunders were introduced into the constant vector of
the fifth observation and into the constant vector and the coeiiicients for the ninth observation. ‘

A portion of the output from running this example through the program are gven in
Figure 2 on page 39 showing the display of residuals and the computation of the F statistic.
Figure 3 on page 40 shows the operator manipulating the data through modification (in which just
the constant vector is corrected) and replacement (in which a new observation is introduced into
the coefficient matrix and the constant vector). The success of the method is clear from the im-
provement in the residuals. Figure 4 on page 41 shows the resulting parameters (adjusted ele-
vations of A. B and C).
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Obs. 1: A Elevatiou ( A to M ) = -1099.0 m
Obs. 2: A Elevation ( M to A ) = 1101.0 m QQ Obs. 3: A Elevation ( B to M ) = -1200.0 m ÄÄ Obs. 4: A Elevatiou ( M to B ) = -1199.0mÄ
Obs. S: A Elevatiom ( C tc M ) = -930.0 m (blxmder) Y

Q Obs. 6: A E]Yvatiox1 ( M to C ) = 902.0 m Q1
Obs. 7: A Elevation ( A to B ) = 102.0 m QObs. 8: A Elevation ( B to C ) = -299.0 m QÄ Obs. 9: A Elevatiom ( C to A ) = 160.0 m(b1umder)i
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Ä Res iduals after processing row 8
Row 1: 0.137D+O1 Row 2: 0.633D+00 Row 3: 0.3lOD+0lI Row 4: -O.41OD+O1 Row 5: ·0.180D+O2 Row 6: —0.100D+02 I

Ä Row 7: -0.733D+0O Row 8: -0.793D+0l 1
Ä Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: I

Q") „
1 F statistic = 342.798 (ldfl = 1] / [df2 = 4]) II Residuals after processing row83

Row 1: 0.1378+01 Row 2: O.633D+0O Row 3: 0.310D+O1 I« Row 4: -0.41OD+O1 Row S: -O.180D+O2 Row 6: ·0.l00D+02 E
Ä Row 7: -O.733B+O0 Row 8: ·O.793D+01 ÄI Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: I

6 I
I F statistic = 1.783 (]dfl = 1] / [df2 = 4]) 1
1 Residuals after processing row 8 I1 Row 1: 0.137D+01 Row 2: 0¤633D+OO Row 3: 0.310D+O1 ÄI Row 4: -O.410D+O1 Row 5: —0.18OD+O2 Row 6: -0.100D+02 I
1 Row 7: -0.733D+00 Row 8: -O.793D+01 Ä

Figure 2. Interactive screen display for level net problem, part I. ,
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1 Residuals after processing row 9 11 Row 1: -0.2920+02 Row 2: 0.3120+02 Row 3: 0.4290+00 1
1 Row 4: -0.1430+01 Row 5: 0.1080+02 Row 6: -0.3880+02 9“ Row 7: -0.2860+02 Row 8: -0.3940+02 Row 9: -0.8900+02 51 Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: 5

1

1 F statistic = 128.319 (]df1 = 1] / ]df2 = 5]) 51 Which observation to delete, replace or modify? 51 (0 to end):
9 5

1 0]elete], Rleplace], or M]odify]? Ö
1 I 1;
5 Current data for row 9: Ö1 B( 9) = 1.000, 0.100, -1.000, 12 f( 9) = 160.000

Please give replacement entry for constant vector: 1
5 200

Ö Please give complete replacement row 1
Ö for design matrix: 11 1 0 -1
Ö Residuals after processing row 9 1
1 Row 1: 0.3700+01 Row 2: -0.1700+01 Row 3: 0.3100+01 21 Row 4: -0.4100+01 Row 5: -0.2030+02 Row 6: -0.7700+01 5

Row 7: 0.1600+01 Row 8: -0.5600+01 Row 9: 0.7000+01 5
5 Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: 1Ö 5 1

1 F statistic = 342.267 ([df1 = 1] / [df2 = 5]) 1
Which observation to delete, replace or modify? 5

5 (0 to end): 1
1 1 5

11

5 Dlelete], Rleplace], or M[odify]?

5 Current data for row 5: 5
g B( 5) = 0.000, 0.000, -1.000, 1
Ö f( 5) = -930.000
* Please give replacement entry for constant vector:

1 -9001j Residuals after processing row 9
5 Row 1: 0.7000+00 Row 2: 0.1300+01 Row 3: 0.1000+00
1 Row 4: -0.1100+01 Row 5: 0.7000+00 Row 6: 0.1300+01

Row 7: 0.1600+01 Row 8: 0.4000+00 Row 9: 0.1000+01 5
1 Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: 5
1 F statistic = 0.407 (]df1 = 1] / [df2 = 5]) 1

ige 3. ntractive screen play for levelne rbc. art 2. g
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Ä Results of Level Net Adjustment: { Ä
ÄÄ Estimeted sigma(0)-squared = O.552519D—03 Ä ÄÄ Q l

ÄÄ Elevatlon 1 = 1099.70000O Ä
ÄÄ Elevatiom 2 = 1200.10000O Ä
Ä) Elevstiom E = 900.700000

Ä Residuals: Ä
Ä v( 1) = 0.7000000+OO Ä

Ä v( 2) = 0.130000D+01 „

Ä v( 3) = 0.1000000+OO T
v( 4) = -.110000D+01 «
v( 5) = 0.700000D+00 Ä

Ä v( 6) = 0.1300000+Ol Ä
Ä v( 7) = 0.1600000+Ol J
* v( 8) = 0.400000D+00 Ä

v( 9) = 0.100000D+0l Ä

Ä ÄFigue . Rsults from level et problem. Ä Ä ÄÄ4.

Examples 41
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4.2 Plzotagrammetric resection example

The photogrammetric resection program is a simple example of the Givens orthogonalization

algorithm handling a non—linear problem in photograrmnetry. Figure 5 on page 43 shows the basic

geometry of the problem, and Table 2 on page 44 gives the raw data for this run. There is a
blunder of .300 m in the y image coordinate of the first observation, roughly twenty times the var-

iance of the observations but difficult to detect manually.

Figure 6 on page 45 shows an attempt to check two observations after only eight observations

have been processed during the first iteration. Since this implies checking the removed observations

against a unique solution. one which cannot yield any residuals, the F statistic camiot be computed.

ln Figure 7 on page 46, we see that after processing just one more image point, or two more ob-

servations, the statistic is computable and is significant at the 0.01 level. Figure 8 on page 47, also

from the first iteration. shows the use of multiple tests. In both tests, the F statistic is significant

at the 0.01 level. In response to these tests, the first and second observations, associated with the

first point, have been removed during the course of all iterations. ln Figure 9 on page 48, per-

formed during the third iteration, we see the result of testing the first and second observations, the

same test as was shown in Figure 8 on page 47. This time the magnitude of the F statistic has

nearly tripled. A look at Figure 10 on page 49 shows the reason for this: the iteration has imroved

the estimated variance of the observations, and this increases the contrast between the removed
observations and the remainder.
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I /’ // II(Omega)I
1/ I I

II Virtual imagespaceI

I
2, (//>· II

I
I I Y I Ä

I Object space

I I I XL P

1. I
I I I I _"_"l«YP;"*'J

I I I I YP I

I Figure S. Orientation of a tilted image for photogrammetric resection example (adapted from Wolf,
I974, figure I3-7).
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p Table 2. Data for photogrammetric example. Y

Y Focal length = 100.0 mm lp

1 Image coordinates (mm) Obj ect coordinates(m)xy X Y Z 1“ -110.881 -100.260 -10.000 -10.0000.000-12.123-198.721 0.000 -10.000 5.000 YY
93.314 -96.746 10.000 -10.000 0.000

-72.594 1.592 -10.000 0.000 5.000-6. 749 3.236 0.000 0.000 0.000 Y
Q 181.929 7.968 10.000 0.000 5.000 YY -106.775 103.292 -10.000 10.0000.000Y-5.065 67.478 0.000 10.0005.000Y90.067 99.806 10.000 10.000 0.000 Y‘ YY
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I

Residuals after processing row8I
Row 1: 0. 1180-01 Row 2: -0. 3350-01 Row 3: -0. 1360-01 “

. Row 4: -0. 2870-02 Row S: -0. 6660-02 Row 6: O.1390-01I
Row 7: 0. 3300-01 Row 8: 0. 3810-01 py

p. Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: ,
I 1

2 pp
I F statistic is not computable for this set. I

1 Fgure . lntcracve ren ispIy fr resctiopbl, part l. pp p ppE

I 4. Examples 45
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I

I Residuals after processing row 10 I
I Row 1: 0.4860-01 Row 2: -0.602D-01 Row 3: -0.2750-01 I_ Row 4: -0.9750-02 Row 5: -0.4700-01 Row 6: -0.3570-02 „
I Row 7: 0.2380-01 Row 8: 0.4920-02 Row 9: 0.3750-01
; Row 10: 0.8000-01 Q
L Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: I

1 I
I 2 Q

F statistic = 346.353 ([df1 = 2] / ]df2 = 2]) I
I Which observation to delete, replace or modify? 9

(0 to end): I
Ö 0 I
I Figre 7. lncractive srcendipl fr rescion prolcm, part 2.pI
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ÜI

77ttt6* 6 666 6 6 'YYY ·6· 666 6 ~e -- . ]
Q Residuals after processing row 18 Q
Ü Row 1: 0.171D+00 Row 2: -0.2840-O1 Row 3: -0.432D-01 I

Row 4: -0.654D-01 Row 5: ·0.618D—01 Row 6: 0.524D-02 Q
; Row 7: -0.3570-01 Row 8: 0.309D-01 Row 9: 0.131D-02 Ä
; Row 10: 0.421D-01 Row 11: -0.2570-01 Row 12: 0.504D-01 I
{ Row 13: -0.434D-02 Row 14: 0.367D-O1 Row 15: 0.399D-01 I

Row 16: 0.3820-02 Row 17: 0.2880-01 Row 18: -0.490D-O1 I
p Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: Q

ä I
1 F statistic = 34.752 (idfl = 2] / ]df2 = 10]) Q
Q Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: I1 l YÄ 2 I

I9Ü
10

1 F statistic = 14.268 ([df1 = 4] / [df2 = 8]) I
Ä Which observation to delete, replace or modify? Ä
Ü (0 to end): I
p 10

Ä
Residuals after processing row 16 1

Ä Row l: -0.218D-O3 Row 2: -0.882D-02 Row 3: -0.418D-Ol I
Row 4: 0.127D-01 Row 5: -0.826D-02 Row 6: -0.906D-03 j

; Row 7: 0.364D-02 Row 8: 0.107D-01 Row 9: 0.253D-02 I, Row 10: 0.229D-01 Row 11: -0.176D-01 Row 12: -0.356D-O1 IÜ Row 13: 0.3010-01 Row 14: -0.293D-02 Row 15: 0.365D—O1 I
; Row 16: -0.1340-01 I

I Figure 8. interactive screen display for resection problem, part
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Ä
1

Ä Residuals after processing row 18 “
Row 1: 0.1670+00 Row 2: -0.1370-01 Row 3: -0.2480-01 Ä

E Row 4: -0.7030-01 Row 5: -0.3840-01 Row 6: -0.2770-01 ÄQ Row 7: -0.3860-01 Row 8: 0.4820-01 Row 9: 0.5240-02 Ä
1 Row 10: 0.4940-01 Row 11: -0.5040-01 Row 12: 0.2710-01 1{ Row 13: 0.1050-01 Row 14: 0.5390-01 Row 15: 0.3790-01 Ä
1 Row 16: -0.9330-03 Row 17: 0.0000+00 Row 18: 0.0000+00 Q

Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>: Q
2 Ä

Ü F statistic = 90.329 ([df1 = 2] / [df2 = 10]) 1Ü Which observation to delete, replace or modify? Ä
1 (0 to end): 11 YÄ { 2 10 1
Ä Residuals after processing row16Ä

Row 1: 0.8850-02 Row 2: 0.8810-03 Row 3: -0.1680-01 Q
{ Row 4: -0.1820-01 Row 5: -0.8600-02 Row 6: 0.1530-01 Ä

1 Row 7: 0.2130-02 Row 8: 0.1800-01 Row 9: 0.8180-03 1g Row 10: 0.3970-02 Row 11: -0.1580-01 Row 12: -0.1990-01 1
Q Row 13: 0.2480-01 Row 14: 0.3040-03 Row 15: 0.0000+00 1{Ä Row 16: 0.0000+00 Ä

Q Figure 9. Interactive screen display for rcsection problem, part 4. g Q Q Q ggÄ
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* Results of lteratiou 1; Q
Estimated sigma(0)·squared =0.671752D-03Q

Omega = O.996121D+O0 K
n Phi = ·.100ä61D+Ol

K

Q Kappa = -.185216D—03
J XL = 0.499111D+00 J

Q YL = ·.498488D+OO
Q ZL = O.999871D+O1

Ä Results of lteratiom 2:
Q Estimated sigma(O)-squared = 0.260828D-O3

K Omega = O.100073D+01
K

Phi = ·.100054D+O1
K Kappa = 0.23241QD—O4 J
„ XL = O.4998l7D+0O J
J YL = ·.S00Ol2D+0O K
Ä ZL = O.99999&D+01 Q

K Results of lteratiom 3: Q
Q Estimated sigma(0)·squared = 0.260758D·03 K

J Omega = 0.lO0072D+01 _ _ K
= ,· l00O5ZJ_D+0l 1:1118.1. residualsz

Kappa = 0. 2621670-00 vl 1) = 0· 8851810*02 i
K

XL = 0. =O•1

YL = -.5000121]+00 vl 3) = --1680671)-01 iQ ZL = 0. 9999900+01 vl 6) = ‘· 1816291*01 ;
J v( 5) = ·.86045OD·O2 J
K V( 6) = O.l52797D—O1

1 Convergence achieved after 3 iteratipns. vl 7) =0'2l3354D”O2K
V(8)V(

9) = O.817513D·O3 J
V v( 10) = 0.3974050-02 Q

v( 11) = -.158196D·01 j
J v( 12) = -.198813D-01 Q

vl 13) = 0.24835OD-Ol J
K V( 10) = 0.30ü269D·O3 Q

V( 15) = 0.000000D+0O Q
Q V( 16) = 0.000000D+O0 Q

Kl Figure l0. Resutfro ptgmetric reectionproirni
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I5. Conclusions and Future Directions
I

The present work shows that the Givens orthogonahzation algorithm is a viable method for

performing photogrammetric adjustments. We have seen that the method works well and is more

efficient for blunder detection than the normal equations method. More fundamentally, we have

seen the power of an orthogonalization method and its close association with important statistical

methods. Having the orthogonal matrix available at all times enables much quicker access to im-

portant statistics related to our observations, which in tum enables us to detect errors in those ob-

servations. Furthermore, by choosing our orthogonalization method carefnlly, we have been able

to process the entire problem sequentially. Using the Givens orthogonalization algorithm has

permitted us to check the data almost as soon as it is available, and to replace suspicious data on

the spot. A comparison of the present method with the normal equations method has shown that,

while the normal equations method is more efficient in simply generating a solution, the Givens

orthogonalization algorithm is even more efficient in detecting blunders.

Now that the Givens orthogonalization algorithrn itself has been proven, the next step is to

fully implement the method in more complex problems in photogramrnetry and geodesy. Ex-

panding the condition equations to handle the greater number and variety of unknowns is a

straightforwvard proposition. The chailenges are in handling sparsity, adding constraint equations
to the condition equations, handling a populated weight matrix, handling a coeflicient matrix on

I 5. Conclusions and Future Directions S0



1
the unlcnowns and residuals„ and modifyirtg the matrices with deletions or new observations. 'These «

are all integral of any complete adjustment package, and must be treated thoroughly in order

for the Givens method to gain acceptance.

None of these additional capabilities is intractable. The problem of sparsity is essentially a

boolekeeping problem. Constraints and coefhcients on the observations and residuals and a more

fully populated weight matrix may all be handled in a similar manner, in the context of orthogonal

decompositions, accordlng to the method of Paige (1979) and Kourouklis and Paige (1981). Con-

straints and a more fully populated weight matrix may all be considered to be aspects of a single

problem, coefllcients on the obseryations and residuals. The possibility of updating an existing

solution is highly dependant on the particular formulation; a QR solution is particularly easy to

update. Withal, we still want to be able to compute statistics on the observations easily and from

a sequential solution, just as we do with the blunder detection described here. The real challenge

is to satisfy these demands and create a method which is sequential. elliciently stores sparse data,

handles arbitrary coellicients on obsewations and residuals and on parameters, and lends itself to

the rapid computation of observation statistics.

111
1
1
1
1

Sl Conclusions and Future Directions Sl V
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Appemhx A. The condrtnon equatrons for

I ph0t0gI'2lIIlI“[l€U’lC ICSQCUOH

In order to predict the ideal image coordinates of a point x,, y, (corrected for principal point

olliset) from the position of the camera. its orientation, its focal length and the object coordinates

of the point, we need to know

XL = the x. coordinate of the exposure station in the gound coordinate system,

YL = the y coordinate of the exposure station in the ground coordinate system,

ZL = the z coordinate of the exposure station in the gound coordinate system,

XM = the x coordinate of object point i in the ground coordmate system,

Ypyj = the y coordinate of object point i in the ground coordinate system,

ZM = the z coordinate of object point i in theground coordinate system,

I
w, gb, K which give the orientation of the camera relative to object eoordinate III

Appcndix A. The condition equations for photogrammetric resection 55 I
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11

_ axes (Wolf, 1983, p. 237),

f = the focal length of the camera.

The collinearity equations model the coordinate transformation from object space coordinates to

photograph coordinates. Given rotation matrix

(mil mtz mia}
.W= mit Ö, ac) A.l

1 msi man msaj

V- cosdcosx wsindcosx -1- coswsim; — coswsindcosx -1- sinwsinic
M = E cosqösinsc - siitwsmdslnx -1- coswcosx coswsingbslttx -1- sinwcosrc X A.2

jf sind —— sinwcosd coswcosqß

(Wolf, 1983, appendix B) we may write

XiäXL; YL, ZL, Xpwg, Yjgj, Zpvp 69, ¢• K» Ü

YllXt.· Y1; Z1.· Xr>,1» Y1·,1»Z1¤,1·<^>» <1>· '<· Ü

as

X; f (m11.(X1=,1"‘ X1.) *1* m12lY1>,1 — Y1) *1* m13(Z1>,i ‘ ZU) C A 3· = —- X; -(m31(X1>,1— 8*1) + ms21.Yi>,1 " YU ‘t‘ m33(Är>,a “ LU) I

f (m21lX1·,V” X1.) + m22lY1>,l " Y1) + m23(ZP,1" ZU) C A 4I 1m3i1}*t=,l — X1) er marl) 1P,i_ 1 1.) ‘l' m33(lt>,1 — ZU) YI

(Wolf, 1983, appendix C).

Our full functional model gves x, and y, explicitly as

Xi : CXJ —>fxj

Appendix A. The condition equations for photogrammetric resection 56
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yi =_ CY', “? Ty.We

now need to generate Taylor series approximations to the functions for X, md y,. These
approximations will take the form

o I äh ., A.7
all §

_ G “ Üya A§ A.8
all §

where

Q: E {(1), (,9, K, XL, YVL, ZL}

From Wolf (1983, appendix C) the partials of the eollinearity equations without interior orientation
‘ parameters are as follows. Letting

AX = (XA ‘ XL)

AZ = (ZA ‘ ZI.)

q = ITTQIAX'I'r

= m,,AX 4- rn,2./AY + m,3AZ

s = m2,AX 4- m22AY 4- m23AZ
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then Ä

öxi xt {

öx„ X. . , .—-—§—[A!.X cosqb Ä A\Y(61nco S1I1¢)·+AZ(— $11145 c0so>)]

Sin 45 cos 1c) — AY( sin zu cos 45 cos ic) — AZ( —· cos eo cos cos 1c)]

A.l0

Öxi fx s
ÖK -— ·— q A.M

öxß _ {K=—·[“q*t1m31)+‘q(m11)] AJ?

ÖX1 1 X1 f A-13

@*161 X1 1 A-M

öyi —— y‘ AY Ä AZ Ä AY AZ 4 15“m32 )"q("m23 +m22 ) -·

ÜY1 Yi , . . . A.l6

- Tg- [AX( sin 45 ein K) — AY( — sin co cos q'> sin x) — AZ( cos w cos 4 sin 5c)] A.17

Ö?} fx 1* 1

'
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öy, y. { A.l9

FM F Yi . { , 1‘*"Ö”4LliIH32}+“;jyÜ§lH22)-IL

“· gn Li nmz; q nmz;) · -·-·

We also need approxirnations to the functions at the estimated values of the parameters. lgioring

I the dependence of L upon X4 and yy, we may calculate the approximations to the funtions as

o

0 ... .· ty —— —- np A.23

Since these functions are now linear in { A5 }, a matrix representation of the fx and fy may be
written. Deflning

B 2 mt Öxn öxn öxns öxn öxt öyi öy; öyi ayi öyi ayi I
A 24. Fw ö<I¤ ö»< ö‘Z”<t„ GY;. 64 an 6xL at; 62,2 °

Axp l
A = Z ,4.26

vx,i I

V = { ,4.26
‘ Vy,4

and
I
l Appendix A. The condition equations for photogrammetric resection 59
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V I:0
.fx " mxfi:

In A.27 V
,f -— Ü Iv ir} I

the two condition equations corresponding to the im point, considering only nonzero entries, may
be written as

,

v ·I— BA =fi

I
I Appendix A. The condition equations for photogrammetric resection 60
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I

program givens
C xxx Some notational conventions:
C xxx Z in the abstract represents the set of xxx
C xxx observations which are being excluded xxx
C xxx from the solution for the purpose of xxx
C xxx blunder detection. xxx
C xxx Z in a variable name means "computed xxx
C xxx from the solution which excludes the xxx
C xxx observations in Z." xxx
C xxx ZZ in a variable name corresponds to xxx
C xxx (Z,‘Z) and means "computed for the xxx
C xxx observations in Z, from the solution xxx
C xxx which excludes the observations in Z." xxx
C xxx SSR in a variable name means "residual xxx
C xxx sum of souares“ as the term is used xxx
C xxx by statisticians. xxx
C xxx df in a variable name means "degrees of xxx

I
C xxx freedom", again in statistical usage. xxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx DECLARATIGN STATMENTS xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx parameters xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer nobs
parameter (nobs = 200)
integer nunk
parameter (nunk = 100)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx regular declarations xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C usofar logical(nunk)
C Each entry tells whether the corresponding parameter in x
E

has any associated data yet in B.
C slvabl logical
C (Translate: "solvable.")
C Gives a necessary condition for whether the system up to
C this point can be solved: if the number of observations
C is equal to or exceeds the number of unknowns (as given
C by lstcol), and there are no gaps in usofar, then slvabl

ä is .true., otherwise .false..
C lstcol integer
C Gives the column index of the last non—zero row in B.
C
C Usofar, or usofar and lstcol together, tell what might be
C solved for at any given moment during processing. There
C is no guarantee that, just because usofar says there is
C information, a parameter can be solved for. Usofar just
C gives a necessary condition, not a sufficient one.

l
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C .
C m integer
C The number of observations, modified during deletion.
E

Given by the user.
C morig integer
g The number of observations, preserved for iteration
C n integer
E

The number of parameters, given by the user.
C i, 5, iq, 5q, k integerI E Counters.
C info integer
C Information being sent to LINPACK routines, indicating
C choices.
C1 C step integer

I C Tells what step of the processing we're on, increments
E

every time an entry of B is processed.
C delndx integer
C Index of the observation being checked—temporary.
C delnum integer
C Number of observations being checked.
C delset integer
C Vector of indices or the observations being checked.
C
C numrem integer
C Returned from MODIFY, the number of observations
C remaining after the observation set has been modified.
C
C B double precision (nobs, nunk)
C The design or coefficient matrix.
C
C R double precision (nobs, nunk)
C The upper triangular matrix.
C
C Q double precision (nobs, nobs)‘ C The orthogonal matrix. Note: B = @R.
C
C H double precision (nobs, nobs)
C The HAT matrix. H = @(1) X @(1)-transpose, where
C @(1) consists of the first n rows of @.
C Note: f(est.) = H X f; v = (I - H) X f.
C
C HZ double precison
C The submatrix of H corresponding to the removed rows.
C
C IHZ double precision
C (I — HZ)
C
C IHZinv double precision
C (I · HZ)—inverse
C
C bnew double precision
C A test matrix for recomputing B = QR.
C
C v double precision (nobs)

II
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E _ The residual vector.
C vz double precision (nobs)
C Subset of v corresponding to the set of removedresiduals.
C remain integer
C During the reduction of a given row, remain gives the
E

number of unreduced columns yet to be processed.
C f double precision (nobs)
C The constant vector on input, processed during
ä orthogonalization.
C forig double precision (nobs)
E

The constant vector on input, preserved.
C x double precision (nunk)
C The unknown parameters. These are computed asC an afterthought, just to see if we got to
E

the right place with the adjustment.
C c,s double precision
C Used in forming the Givens rotations.C zapped double precision
E

The entry of the design matrix about to be zeroed·out.
C pivot double precision
C The entry of the design matrix used to zero-out ”zapped".C lf zapped = A(i,j), then pivot = A(5,5).
C
C SSR double precision
C Residual sum of squares.
C
C df double precision
C degrees of freedom for the full adjustment up toC this observation.
C
C SSRZ, SSRZZ, dfZ, dfZZ= see “notational conventions,” above.C
E

pivots double precision (nobs)
C work double precision (nobs)
E Dummies for called routines.
C Fmult double precision
C The computed F statistic.

logical usofar(nunk), slvabl, looked
integer morig, m, n, remain, lstcol, status
integer i, 5, iq, iq, k, info, step
integer delndx, delnum, delset(nobs), numrem
integer idumml(nobs), idumm2(nobs), idumm3(nobs)
double precision B(nobs, nunk), @(nobs, nobs), R(nobs, nunk)
double precision H(nobs, nobs), HZ(nobs, nobs)
double precision IHZ(nobs, nobs), IHZinv(nobs, nobs)
double precision bnewtnobs, nunk)
double precision f(nobs), forig(nobs), x(nunk)
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double precision v(nobs), vz(nobs)
double precision dummv(2, nobs)
double precision c, s, pivot, zapped
double precision sum
double precision SSR, SSRZ, SSRZZ, df, dfZ, dfZZ
double precision pivots(nobs), work(nobs)
double precision Fmult

c xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Subroutines called: xxx
C xxx CHKRUW xxx
c xxx GETH xxx
c xxx GETV xxx
C xxx GETHVZ xxx
C xxx MUDIFY xxx
C xxx GSSRZZ xxx
C xxx GETUBS xxx
C xxx ITERAT xxx
c xxx DROTG xxx

I
c xxx DROT xxx_ c xxx IDENT xxx
C xxx MAMULT xxx
c xxx MZER0 xxx
c xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx External functions xxx
c xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

double precision ddot

I
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I C XXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC xxx EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS xxx
C Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXX

call getdat (nobs, nops, morig, n, B, f)
C XXX Preserve an original copy of m XXXC XXX in case we are iterating. xxx

I 13 m = morigI call ident (@, nobs, m)
call dcopy (m, f, 1, forig, 1)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Initialize usofar, the array that xxxC XXX identifies those Parameters for xxx

I C XXX which we have data. XXX
C xXxxxXXxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 1; T1
usofar(i) = .fa1se.

12 continue
CC

Xxx Compute the Givens orthogonalization xxxC XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
i = 120 continue

looked = .fa1se.
22 if (.not. looked) then

C XXX Copy row i of B into R. XXX
do 1;

H-30continue
C XXX Check the current row to see xxx
C xxx what Parameters we have data xxx
C XXX about yet._ xxx

call chkrow (R(1, 1), nobs, i, n, usofar, lstcol, slvabl)
do 1: H.

if (i .gt. 3) then
step = step +_l

I pivot = R(3, J)
zapped = R(i, J)
call drotg( pivot, zapped, c, s )

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX ÄPPly the Givens rotation to Q: XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I call drot (i, @(1, j), 1, @(1, i), 1, c, s)
NC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Apply the Givens rotation to B: XXX

I

I2 I
I I
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C _ XXX Note: we know that R(i, 5) = 0.0 XXX
C XXX Also: to process a row, we don't XXX
C XXX have to start with column one. XX!
C XXX Remain = how many nozero columns XXX
C XXX remain in row i. XX!
C XXX Again, we are using lstcol to XXX
C XXX indicate how far out we have to XXX
C XXX go in processing. XXX

Cremain = lstcol - j + 1
call drot(remain, R(5, 5), nobs, R(i, 5), nobs, c, s)

i 1 = Ü . Ü
call dY“Ot(1p ip ip cp S)

CC
XXX Write the matrices out to a file XXX

C201 format ('1', 'Matrices after step ', i2,
I ', row ', i2, ', column ', i2, '= Q, B, f, J')

do 205 iq = 1, m
202 format (' ', 20(f6.5, ' ') )
205 continue

do 205 iq = 1, m
204 format (' ', 10f10.4, ' ', 10f10.4)
205 continue
206 format (' ', 2(f6.5, ' ') )

end if
CC

XXX Now we should have both XXX
C XXX parts of this step completed. XXX
C40

continue

endif

C XXX Get the HAT matrix. XXX

call geth (Q, nobs, i, lstcol, H)

C XXX Obtain the raw residuals. XXX
call getv(H, nobs, i, forig, v)

do 212 iq = 1, i
211 format (' ', 20(f6.5, ' ') )
212 continue

' do 214 iq = 1, i
215 format (' ', flß.5)
214 continue

C XXX Obtain the residual sum of XXX
C XXX squares, SSR XXX

= Vp lpVpic

XX! Degrees of freedom for full XXX
C XX! solution: XXX

df = i — lstcol

}
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CC
XXX Now: show the results to the XXXC XXX operator and let him choose what XXXC XXX to check, delete or replace. XXXC XXX he chooses a set to check, we XXXC XXX come back here. XXXC XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C XXX Display the residuals XXX
write (X,X) 'Residuals after processing row ', i
do = lx ix 3

if tk .eq. i) then
write (X,25l) k, v(k)

251 format (' Row I, i3, ': ', D10.3)else if tk .eq. (i - 1) ) then
write (X,252) k, v(k), k+l, v(k+1)

252 format (' Row ’, i3, '= ', Dlü.3,
I ' Row ', i3, '= ', D10.3)else

write (X,253) k, v(k), k+l, v(k+1), k+2, v(k+2)253 format (' Row ', i3, ': ', D10.3,
I ' Row ', i3, '= ', Dlü.3,
I ' Row ', i3, ': ', Dlü.3)endif

45 continue
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Request the set of residuals to XXX
C XXX check. Variable meanings= XXX
C XXX delnum is the number of XXX
C XXX observations to check XXX
C XXX delset is an integer array of XXX
C XXX the indices of the obser· XXX
C XXX vations to check XXX
C XXX delndx is used to index XXXC XXX delset XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

write(X,X)
I 'Select the set to check, separated and ended by <CR>='delnum = 0

delndx = 0
looked = .false.

46 read (X,254,err=48) de1set(delndx + l)
254 format (i2)

if ( (delset(delndx + l) .eq. 0) .or.
I ( (delndx + 1) .ge. i) ) goto 48

delndx = delndx + 1
goto 46

48 continue
if (delndx .eq. 0) goto 50
delnum = delndx
looked = .true.

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Process this set of residuals to XXX
C XXX look for outliers (blunders). XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I
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if (delnum .gt. 0) thenC ’ XXX Quick! get Hz and and vz. XXXcall gethvz (h, nobs, v, i, hz, vz, delnum, delset)endif
C XXX Obtain the SSRZZ, the residual XXXC XXX sum of squares for the set of XXXC XXX observations in Z computed from XXXC XXX the adiustment which excludes XXXC XXX the observations in Z. XXXcall gssrzz (HZ, nobs, delnum, IHZ, IHZinv,I vz, pivots, work, SSRZZ, status)if (status) then

C XXX Obtain SSRZ, the residual sum of XXXC XXX squares for the solution which XXXC XXX excludes the observations in Z. XXXSSRZ = SSR — SSRZZ
C XXX Compute dfZ = df(·Z) XXXC XXX and dtZZ = df(Z,—Z) XXXdfZZ = delnum

dfZ = df — dfZZ
endif

C XXX And we can compute F—statistic: XXXC XXX check status first! XXXif ( ( .not. status) .or.I (SSRZ .1t. ( (SSRZZ X dfZ)/(l.0d+10 X dfZZ) ) ) .or.I (SSRZ .lt. l.0d—l0) ) thenwrite (X,X) 'F statistic is not computable for this set.'write (X,X)
else

Fmult = ( SSRZZ X dfZ ) / ( SSRZ X dfZZ )
if (Fmult .gt. 1000.0) thenwrite (X,X) 'F statistic is very large (F > 1000)'else

write (X,262) Fmult, int(dfZZ), int(dfZ)end if
262 format (' F statistic = ', Fl0.3,I ' ([dfl = ', I4, '] / [df2 = ', I4, '])' )

C XXX call MODIFY to modify the XXXC XXX solution with modifications, XXXC XXX deletions and replacements to XXXC XXX the data. XXX
call modify (Q, nobs, m, B, R, nobs, n, f, forig, H,I lstcol, i, numrem, idumml, idumm2, idummä)

endif
C XXX If we checked some of the XXXC XXX residuals, whether or not we XXXC XXX modified the solution, have a XXXC XXX look again. XXXif (looked) goto 22

I

E
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50 1 = i + 1
if (1 .1e. m) goto 20

call getv(H, nobs, 1, forig, v)
call mamu1t (Q, m, m, nobs,

I R, m, n, nobs,
I bnew, nobs, ·1, 0)
do i = 1: H

x(i) = f(1)
60 continue

call dtrs1(R, nobs, n, x, 01, info)
C xxx ITERAT must: xxx
C xxx update parameters xxx
C xxx assess convergence xxx
C xxx stop or return xxx
C xxx write the results to unit 2 xxx
C xxx close unit 2, which getdat xxx
C xxx opened xxx

call iterat (x, m, n, ssr, df, B, nobs, f, nobs, v)
C xxx If ITERAT sends us back here, xxx
C xxx we return to the point right xxx
C xxx after we got our data. xxx

goto 13
end
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subroutine chkrow (newrow. inc, row, ni usofar, lstcol, slvabl)
C xxx Chkrow checks the incoming row of data, newrow, to see xxxC xxx where the zeroes are, updates usofar so that the latter xxxC xxx tells what columns have had data in them yet; and xxxC xxx updates lstcol so that it gives the index of the last xxxC xxx row which has had data so far. xxxC
C Un entry:
C
C newrow double precision (n x inc)C The new row of data.C
C inc integerg The increment between entries of newrow.
C row integer
C Gives the index of the row being processed; used in
E

determining slvabl, below.
I C n integer

C The number of entries in newrow; also, the size of usofarC
C usofar logical (n)
C (Translate: "used so far.")C A vector giving the indices of those rows which haveC had data already. Updated.C
C lstcol integer
C (Translate: "last column.")C The index of the last column to have had data already.C Updated.
C
C slvabl logical
C (Translate: "solvable.")C Gives a necessary condition for whether the system up toC this point can be solved= if the number of observationsC is equal to or exceeds the number of unknowns (as givenC by lstcol), and there are no gaps in usotar, then slvablC is .true., otherwise .false..C

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxx Declarations xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments in xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer inc, ni lstcoli row
logical usofar (n), slvabl
double precision newrow (nxinc)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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C xxx -Loca1 vbls. xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer 1, 5, maxcol, nrwndxC XXX "nrwndx" translates as ”new row 1ndex,” XXXC xxx the indexing variable for newrow. XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Executable statements XXX
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
maxcol = 0C xxx Update usofar xxxdo 10 1 = l„ n _

nrwndx = 1 + ( (1 — 1) X 1nC )
if (newrow (nrwndx) .ne. 0.0) then

maxcol = 1
usofar (1) = .true.end if

10 continue
C xxx Update lstcol xxx

lstcol = max (lstcol„ maxcol)
C xxx Update svlabl xxx

slvabl = .false.
if (lstcol .1e. row) then

do 20 1 = 1, lstcol _
slvabl = slvabl .0r. usofar (1)

20 continue
end if
return
end
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l
subroutine GETH (Q, ldq, m, n, H)

C XXX This subroutine computes HAT matrix, H, given Q: HATC XXX H = @(1) Q(l)—transpose HATC XXX where Q(l) consists of the first n columns of Q, HATC XXX which is an m x m orthogonal matrix. HAT

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CC

XXX Declaration statements XXX
CC

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Arguments XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

V
integer ldq, m, n

. double precision Q (ldq, n)
C XXX Note: we only use the XXX
C XXX first n columns of Q. XXX

double precision H (ldq, m)
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Local Variables XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

integer i, 5
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Functions XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C XXX The only external function XXX
C XXX used is DDOT, from BLA5. XXX

double precision ddet
V

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Executable statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Cdo

=: 1 p Hl
do 9 1 =_l, m _ _

H(i, J) = ddot (n, @(1, 1), ld¤, @(5, 1), ldq)
9 continue

10 continue

return
end

VV

V
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subroutine gethvz (h, ldh, v, n, hz, vz, hzsize, hzset)
CC

XXX GETHVZ computes HZ and vZ, given matrix H, XXXC XXX vector v, and index vector HZset. GETHVZ XXXC XXX simply extracts the appropriate entries XXXC XXX from H and v to create HZ and vZ. XXXC XXX This subroutine is designed for the Givens XXXC XXX 1east·squares package. HZ and vZ are XXXC XXX subsets of H and v corresponding to the XXXC XXX removed observations specified in set Z. XXXC XXX Except as described, declarations carry XXXC XXX the same meanings as in program GIVENS. XXXC XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Declaration statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CC

XXX Arguments in XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX hzsize gives the number XXXC XXX of indices contained in XXXC XXX nzset . XXXinteger ldh, n, hzsize ·integer _ _ hzsetthzsize)

double precision h(ldh, n)
double precision v(n)

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Arguments out XXX

Cdouble precision hz(ldh, hzsize)
double precision vz(hzs1ze)

CC
XXX Local variables XXX

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
integer i, 5

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Executable statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

do 9 i = 1, hzsize _
vz(i) = v(hzset(i))do 8 j = 1, hzsize _ _

hz(i, 3) = h(hzset(1), hzset(3))
8 continue
9 continue

return
end
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subroutine GETV (H, ldq, m, f, v)

CC
xxx GETV obtains the vector of residuals, v, from QR

C xxx the QR solution to a least—sqgares problem. QR
C xxx The H matrix is assumed to exist already. QR
C xxx The formula used is QR
C xxx v = ( I - H ) f QR
C XXX where QR
C xxx H = Q(1) X Q(1)—transpose QR
C XXX H = B X (B—transpose X B)-inverse X B·transp0se QR
C xxx That portion of v past index m will not be affected. QR
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Declarations XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments in XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer ldq, m
double precision H (ldq, m)
double precision f (m)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments out XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

double precision v (m)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX local Vbls. XXX

Cinteger i, 5
double precision sum

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

XXX Executable statements XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Cdo

10 i = 1, m
sum = 0.0
do 9 5 = 1, m

if (j .eq. i) then _ _ _
sum = sum + ( 1.0 - H (1, 5) ) X f (3)

else _ _ _
sum = sum + ( — H (1, 3) X f (3) )

end if
9 continue
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v_(i) = sum
10 continue

return
end

r

I
II
I
I

I
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1_ 1subroutine gssrzz (HZ, ldhz, n, IHZ, IHZinv, 1I vz, pivots, work, SSRZZ, status) I

C IC xxx GSSRZZ, _ xxxC XXX Get Sum of Squares-Residual, set Z, computed without Z XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC XXX Computes the residual sum of squares for the XXXC XXX removed observations. Matrix HZ is the sub· XXXC XXX matrix of H corresponding to the removed XXXC xxx observations; vz is the subvector of v cor— xxxC XXX responding to the removed observations. The XXXC XXX formula is: xxxC xxx xxxC XXX SSRZZ := vz—transpose X (I — HZ)—inv X vz XXXC xxx xxxC XXX This routine calls LINPACK routines XXXI C XXX DSIC0 to factor HZ and determine its rank; XXXÄ C XXX DSIDI to compute HZ—inverse XXXC xxx and xxxC XXX QDRTIC to compute the quadratic form above. XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Declaration statements XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer nobs
parameter (nobs = 20)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments in XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
c subroutine gssrzz (HZ, ldhz, n, IHZ, IHZinv, vz, n, SSRZZ)
C XXX status tells the calling routine whether XXXC XXX GSSRZZ has succeeded. 1=success, XXXC XXX 0 = failure. XXXinteger ldhz, n
C XXX pivots and work are dummy vectors required by LINPACK XXXdouble precision HZ(1dhz, n), vz(n), pivots(n), work(n)
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments out XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer status
C XXX IHZ contains matrix (I — HZ) XXXC XXX IHZinv contains the inverse_of_IHZ XXXdouble precision IHZ(ldhz, n), lHZ1nv(ldhz, n)double precision SSRZZ IC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Local variables XXX

1
1{I 1

I 1
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C I

integer i, 5, choice
double precision rcond

C xxx det and inert are xxxC xxx determinant and inertia xxxC xxx required by DSIDI. xxx
double precision det, inert

C
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Executable statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx build EHZ xxx
Cdo

10 i { 1, n
do 9 5 = 1, n

if (i .eq._5) then
IHZ(1, J) = 1.0 — HZ(i, 5)

else
IHZ(i, 5) = - HZ(i, 5)

endif
9 continue

10 continue
call mtxcpy (IHZ, ldhz, IHZinv, ldhz, n, n)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx invert IHZ —> IHZinv xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

status = 1 _
call DSIC0 (IHZ1nv, ldhz, n, pivots, rcond, work)I if (real(1.0 t rcond) .eq. 1.0) then

C xxx In this case, the condition number rcond xxx
C xxx is getting close to zero, and HZ is xxx
C xxx nearly singular. The real() is not nec- xxx
C xxx essary, but it makes things conservative. xxx

status = 0
return

endif
choice = 1 _ _ _ _
call DSIDI (IHZ1nv, ldhz, n, pivots, det, inert, work, choice)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx copy the upper triangle xxx
C xxx into the 1ower_— xxx
C xxx payment for using the xxx
C xxx LINPACK routines for xxx
C xxx symmetric matrices. xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 20 i = 2:
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j = lr i
IHZinv(i, j) = IHZinv(j, i)

19 continue
20 continue

CC
Xäl compute quadratic form äää

C XXXXXXXXJE¥3E¥3(X9£§3(%XXX3£3€XXX3EX3E3EXX

call qdrtc KIHZinv» ldhzr vz, hp SSRZZ)
return
end

D
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subroutine modify (Q, ldq, m, B, R, ldr, n, f, forig, H, I
I lstcol, numobs, numrem, [I delvec, repvec, modvec ) [

C xxx MODIFY handles all onjline modification of an_existing xxx
C xxx Q—R solution by deleting observations, replacing xxx
C xxx observations with completely new observations and xxx
C xxx modifying observatiohs by replacing just the constant xxx
C xxx term. The words "delete," "replace" and "modifv" will xxx
C xxx be used to mean these three processes. xxx
C xxx Note: this routine is written to work correctly under xxx
C xxx FORTRAN—77, not FURTRAN—66. This is because there are xxx
C xxx DU-loops that may never be executed; if this were xxx
C xxx compiled under FGRTRAN—66, this could not be assumed. xxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Declaration Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments xxx

Cinteger ldq, m, ldr, n, lstcol, numrem, numobs
C xxx delvec gives the indices of these observations xxx
C xxx repvec gives the indices of these observations xxx
C xxx modvec gives the indices of these observations xxx

integer delvec(l), repvec(l), modvec(l)
double precision Qtldq, m), B(ldr, n), R(ldr, n),

I f(ldr), for1g(ldr), Htldq, m)
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Local variables xxx
CC

xxx delnum gives the number of observations to delete xxx
C xxx repnum gives the number of observations to replace xxx
C xxx modnum gives the number of observations to modify xxx

logical delete, replce, modif

integer delnum, repnum, modnum, i, 5, choice, obs

characterxl dummyc, ok

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Executable Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxx Initialization xxx
delnum = 0
modnum = 0
repnum = 0

[

[
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CC
xxx First: find out what's to be done with which observations xxx

C10

delete = .false.
replce = .fa1se.
modif = .fa1se.
write (!,!) 'Nhich observation to delete, replace or modify?'
write (!,!) '(0 to end):'
read (!,!) obs
if (obs .gt. numobs ) then

write (!,!) 'There are not that many observations!'
goto 10

endif
if (obs .1e. 0) goto 20

12 write (!,!) 'D[e1ete], Rleplacel, or M[odify]?'
read (!,101) dummyc

101 format (A)
if ( (dummyc .eq. 'D') .or. (dummyc .eq. 'd') ) then

delete = .true.
else if ( (dummyc .eq. 'R') .or. (dummyc .eq. 'r') ) then

replce = .true.
else if ( (dummyc .eq. 'M') .or. (dummyc .eq. 'm') ) then

modif = .true.
else

write (!,!) 'Invalid choice.'
goto 12

end if
write (!,*) '0K? (Y or N)'
read (!,101) ok
if ( .not. ( (ok .eq. 'Y') .or. (ok .eq. 'y') ) ) then

write (!,*) 'Try again='
goto 10

end if

if (delete) then
delnum = delnum + 1
delvec(delnum) = obs

else if (replce) then
I repnum = repnum + 1

repvec(repnum) = obs
else if (modif) then

modnum = modnum + 1
modvec(modnum) = obs

endif

goto 10
CC

!!! Now take care of deleting, then modifying, then replacing !!!
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx üeleting xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

20 continue
do 35 i = 1, delnum

call remove (Q, ldq, numobs, R, ldr, n, f, de1vec(i) )
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call squish (Q, ldq, numobs, m, B, R, ldr, n,
I f, forig, de1vec(i), H, lstcol)

do $0 5 = i + 1, delnum
C XXX realign the entries of delvec XXX

if ( delvec(j) .gt. delvec(i) ) then
de1vec(j) = delvec(j) - 1

endif
$0 continue

do $2 j = 1, modnum
if ( modvec(j) .gt. delvec(i) ) then

modvec(j) = modvec(j) - 1
endif

52 continue
do 36 j = 1, repnum

if ( repvecfj) .gt. delvec(i) ) then
repvec(j) = repvec(j) - 1

endif
$4 continue

numobs = numobs - 1
m = m - 1

$5 continue
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Modifving XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C XXX Ne need to re-create Q-transpose X f from scratch XXX
do 50 i = 1, modnum

C XXX Get the constant for this observation. Since XXX
C XXX we are just replacing the observed quantity, XXX
C XXX not the row of the design matrix (hence XXXC XXX modifying and not replacing), a quick multi- XXX
C XXX plication takes care of things. Nothing XXX
C XXX elegant here, just re—create Q-transpose X f XXXC XXX from scratch. (Choice = 1 for just constant.) XXX

choice = 1
call getobs (choice, modvec(i), forig(modvec(i)),

I B(modvec(i), l), ldr, n)
call mamult(0, numobs, numobs, ldq,

I forig, numobs, 1, ldr,
I fp ldr, 0; 0 )

50 continue
do 60 i = 1, repnum

C XXX Choice = 2 for constant and design matrix. XXX
choice = 2
call remove (0, ldq, numobs, R, ldr, n, f, repvec(i) )
call getobs (choice, repvec(i), forig(repvec(i)),

I B(repvec(i), 1), ldr, n)
call newobs (Q, ldq, numobs, B, R, ldr, n,

I forig, f, ldr, repvec(i) )

r
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60 confinue
refurn
end

II

I . . .
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subroutine qdrtc (A, lda, x, n, SS)
CC

xxx Computes the quadratic form for vector x and XXXC xxx matrix A: xxxC xxx e SS == v—transpose X A X v XXX
C XXX Since the quadratic form make sense only for XXXC XXX A symmetric (in a statistical context) and XXXC XXX 1n order to conform to the LINPACK, xxxC XXX only the upper triangle of A is used here. XXXC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Declaration statements XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments in XXX

Cinteger lda, n
double precision A(1da, n), x(n)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments out XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

double precision SS

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Local variables XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer k, 1
double precision Aentry

CC
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C XXX Executable statements XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SS = 0.0
do 1; H

do 9 1 = 1, n
if (1 .gt. k) then

Aentry = A(k, 1)
else

Aentry = A(1, k)
endif
SS = SS + x(k) X Aentry X x(l)

9 continue
10 continue

return
end
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subroutine remove (Q, ldq, m, R, ldr, n, const, row)
C XXX This routine serves to remove the i-th row from a Q-R xxxC XXX solution, represented by Q and R here. The following xxxC xxx steps are used:c xxx 1.

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

XXX Declaration Statements XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Arguments XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer ldq, m, ldr, n, row
double precision Q(ldq, m), R(ldr, n), const(ldr)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Local variables XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

CC
XXX These may look like stupid variable names, but they XXX

C XXX make sense. zappee 15 the entry that's about to be XXX
C XXX zeroed out by the Civens transformation; zapper is XXX
C XXX the entry on the_d1agonal straight above zappee-- XXX
C XXX i.e. zappee = R(1,J) ==> zapper = R(J,J)._ "ndxzpe“ XXX
C XXX simply means “1NDeX of ZaPpeE," and likewise "ndxzpr"XXXC XXX means "iNDeX of ZaPpeR.” remain gives the number XXX
C XXX of entries remaining in the pertinent portion of R. XXX

Cinteger i, ndxzpe, ndxzpr, remain

double precision zappee, zapper, c, s
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Executable Statements XXX
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 40 i = m, 2, -1

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Determine the Givens transformation required to zap XXX
C XXX qtrow, i) against q(row, (1-1)) XXX

Cndxzpr = (i-1)
ndxzpe = 1
zapper = Q(row, ndxzpr)
zappee = Q(row, ndxzpe)
call drotg(zapper, zappee, c, s)
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CC
XXX Apply the current Givens transformation to Q xxxC XXXX!XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

call drot (m, 0(1, ndxzpr), 1, Q(1, ndxzpe), 1, c, s)CC
xxx Apply the current Givens transformation to R XxxC XXX Variable "remain" tells how far it is from the xxxC XXX starting point to the end of the rows of R. xxx

Cremain = n — ndxzpr + 1if (remain .gt. 0) thencall drot(remain, R(ndxzpr, ndxzpr), ldr,I R(ndxzpe, ndxzpr), ldr, c, s)end if
CC

XXX Apply the current Givens transformation to const XXXCcall
drot(1, const(ndxzpr), ldr, const(ndxzpe), ldr, c, s)

40 continue
CC

XXX Clean up: zero the entries we know have to be zero, XXXC XXX make Q(row, 1) = 1.0, and if Q(row, 1) was computed XXXC XXX to be < 0, change the sign of the first row of R. XXXCC
XXX Take care of the first row of R: XXXif ( Q(row, 1) .1t. 0.0) thendo 50 i = 1, nR(1, i) = — R(1, i)

50 continue
end if

C XXX Zero out the appropriate entries of Q XXX
do 1. = Zn HI0(row, i) = 0.060 continue
do 70 i = 1, m

if ( i .ne. row ) then
end if

70 continue
C XXX Set Q(row, 1) = 1.0 XXX

Q(r0w, 1) = 1.0
return
end

IIIII
I. II
I
I

I I

I
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subroutine squish (Q, ldq, numobs, m, B, R, ldr, n,
I f, forig, row, H, lstcol)

CC
xxx SQUISH compressss the various matrices used in a xxx

C xxx Givens orthogonalization for least squares. For xxx
C xxx an explanation of what's being squished out and xxx
C xxx why, consult T. D. Johnson's M.S. thesis, xxx
C xxx "The sequential Givens Method for Adjustment xxx
C xxx Computations in Photogrammetry", Virginia Poly- xxx
C xxx technic Institute and State University, 1988. xxx
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Declaration Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxx Variable names are similar to those used in xxx
C xxx program GIVENS. xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments xxx

Cinteger ldq, numobs, m, ldr, n, row, lstcol
double precision Q(ldq, numobs), B(ldr, n), R(ldr, n)
double precision f(l), for1g(1), H(ldq, numobs)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Local variables xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer i, 5
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Executable Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Take care of Q xxx
Cdo

12 i = 1, row - 1do 10 5 f 1, numobs - 1
Qti, 5) = Qti, 1 + 1)

10 continue
12 continue

do 16 i = row, numobs - 1do 14 5 = 1, numobs - l_
Q (i, 5) = Q(i + 1, J + 1)

14 continue
16 continue

I
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do 18 i = 1, numobs - 10(numobs, 1) = 0.0@(1, numobs) = 0.018 continue
q(numobs, numobs) = 1.0

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC xxx Take care of B xxxC Xäxäälääxxääxäxäääxxxxääxäääxiää
do 22 i = row, m — 1do 20 j = 1, 1stco1

B(i, j) = B(i + 1, j)
20 continue
22 continue

do 24 j = 1, lstcolB(m, j) = 0.024 continue
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC xxx Take care of R xxxC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 52 i = 1, lstcoldo 50 j = i, lstcol
R(i, j) = R(i + 1, j)

50 continue
32 continue

do 34 1 = 2, lstcol + 1j = 1 — 1
1 j) = 0•54

continue
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC xxx Take care of f xxxC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 40 1 = 1, m · 1f(1) = f(i + 1)
40 continue

f(m) = 0.0
do 42 i = row, m — 1

forig(i) = forig(i + 1)
42 continue

forig(m) = 0.0
CC

xxx Take care of H xxx

Ccall geth (0, ldq, numobs, lstcol, H)
return
end

II

I
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subroutine getdat (ldb, ldf, m, n, B, f)
C äää Subroutine GETDAT read the data for the level XX!
C xxx net adjustment problem. It also opens unit 1 äää
C xxx for input and unit 2 for output. ¥¥*
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxx DECLARATION STATMENTS xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments ln xxx

Cinteger ldb, ldf
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments Out xxx

Cinteger m, n
double precisjon B(1db, 1)
double PTECISIOH f(ldf)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Local variables xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer i, 5
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS xxx
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Open files; read parameters if!
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

open (unit=1,
& file = 'leve1.dat',
& status = 'old')

read (1, 100) m, n
100 format (214)

open (unit=2,
& file = 'leve1.res',
& status = 'new')

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Read the data file: xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxdo j. =11read

(1, 101) (B(1, J), J = 1, n), f(1)
101 format (llf10.2)

I

I
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11 continue
end
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subroutine getobs (choice, row, fentry, Brow, ldb, n)
C Xxx GETOBS gets a new observation, to replace an old one. Xxx
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Declaration Statements ***C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer choice, ldb, n, row
double precision fentry, Brow(ldb, n)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Local variables xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer i
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Executable Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

write (*,100) row
write (*,101) row, (Brow(1, i), i = 1, n)
write (*,102) row, fentry

100 format (' Current data for row', I4, ':')
101 format (' B(', I4, ') = ', 10000(F10.3, ', ')

formatwrite

(*,*) 'Please give replacement entry for constant vector:'read (*,*) fentry
if (choice .eq. Z) then

write (¤,X) 'Please give complete replacement row'
write (*,*) 'for design matrix='
read (*,*) (Br¤w(1, i), 1 = 1, n)

endif

return
end

I

D
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subroutine iterat (elev, m, n, ssr, df,
1 B, ldb, f, ldf, v)

C XXX This routine controls the iteration for the XXXC XXX level net application of the Givens XXX
C XXX adyustment package. It writes the results XXXC XXX to the file 1evel.dat, closes units 1 8 2, XXX
C XXX ans stops. XXX

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Declaration statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Arguments 1n XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

integer _ _ m, n, df, ldb, ldf
double PP€C1S10h e1ev(1), ssr, v(1)

CC
XXX Arguments Out XXX

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
double precision B(1db, 1), f(1)

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Local Variables XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

integer i
double precision var0

CC
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C XXX Executable statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Cvar0 = ssr / df
write (2, 101) _

101 format (// , ' Results of Level Net Adjustmentz')
write (2,102) var0

102 format (' Estimated sigma(0)-squared = ', 012.6,//)
write (2,103) ( (1, elev(i)), i = 1, n)

103 format (' Elevation ', 13, ' = ', F12.6)
write (2,108)

108 format (/, ' Residua1s=')_
write (2,107) ((i,v(i)), 1 = 1, m)

107 format (' v(', I3, ') = ', 012.6)
close (unit = 1)
close (unit = 2)
stop

return
end
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subroutine newobs (0, ldq, m, B, R, ldr, n,I forig, f, ldf, row )
CC xxx This subroutine integrates a neu observation into an xxxC xxx existing Q-R decomposition. This assumes that Q and xxx
C xxx R, as well as F, need to be updated, and that REMOVE xxx
C xxx has Just been called. xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Declaration Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments xxx

l
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer ldq, m, n, ldr, ldf, row
double precision Q(ldq, m), B(1dr, n), R(ldr, n)
double precision forig(ldf), f(ldf)

CC
xxx Local variables xxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer 5, ndxzpr, ndxzpe, remain
double precision Zapper, zappee, c, s

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Executable Statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 1; HRQI,5) = B(row, 5)
10 continue

f(l) = foriglrow)
c do 20 5 = n, 1, -1

do 20 5 = l,_n
ndxzpr = 5ndxzpe = J + 1

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Compute c, s for Givens rotation xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Zapper = R(ndxzpr, 5)
zappee = Rtndxzpe, J)
call drotg( Zapper, zappee, c, s )

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Apply the Givens rotation to Q: xxx
C xxx Note that in updating Q and R, xxx

I
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C XXX some of the niceties, like XXX
C XXX keeping track of_the size of XXX
C XXX non—trivia1 portions of Q and R, XXX
C XXX are being ignored. The calling XXXC XXX routine can take care of some of XXX
C XXX this in specifying m 8 n. XXX

Ccall drot (m, Q(1, ndxzpr), 1, Q(1, ndxzpe), 1, c, s)
CC

XXX Apply the Givens rotation to B: XXX
C XXX Note: we know that R(5+1, 5) 2 0 XXX
C XXX Also: to process a row, we don't XXXC XXX have to start with column one. XXX
C XXX Remain = how many nozero columns XXX
C XXX remain in the row. XXX
Cc

Zapper = R(ndxZpr, 5)
c zappee = R(ndxzpe, 5)

remain = n — 5 + 1 _
call drot(remain, R(ndxzpr, 5), ldr, R(ndxZpe, 5), ldr, c, s)
R(ndxZpe, 5) = 0.0
call drot(l, f(ndxZpr), n, f(ndxzpe), n, c, s)

20 continue
return
end

FF
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subroutine Brows ( row, B, ldb, f, ldf )
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CC

xxx Declaration statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments In xxx “
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

”
integer row, ldb, ldf

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments Out xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

double precision B(ldb, 1), f(ldf)
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Parameters xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer maxpho
parameter (maxpho = 10)
integer maxpts
parameter _ _ (maxpts = 25)
double prec1s1on rho
parameter (rho = l.7455292519943296E—02)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx These are in common block PHOTOS, shared xxx
C xxx among all the photogrammetric application xxx
C xxx subroutines called by GIVENS xxxC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer _ numpho, numpts
double prec1sion xpp, ypp
double precision XL(maxpho), YL(maxpho), ZL(maxpho)
double precision XP(maxpts), YP(maxpts), ZP(maxpts)
double precision omega(maxpho), phi(maxpho), kappa(maxpho)
double precision xi(maxpts, maxpho), yi(maxpts, maxpho)double preclston rotmtx(3,3,maxpho)
double prec1s1on foclen
common / PHOTOS /

I numpho, numpts,
I xpp, vpp,
lIXP, YP, ZP,
I omega, ph1, kappa,
I x1, v1,
I rotmtx

COMMON /BLK6/ foclen
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Local Variables xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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integer Bndx, photo, point, oddrowinteger Bcoll, Bcolé, Ccoll, Cco15integer j, Bdmndx, Cdmndx
double precision Bdummy (2,6)
double precision Cdummy (2,5)
double precision fdummy (2)

C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXX Executable statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXIXXXXXX

C XXX Use oddrow to line up with the XXX
C XXX natural order of the entries. XXX

oddrow = ( ( (row - 1) / 2) X 2) + 1I point = mod( ( ( (oddrow + 1) / 2) - 1 ), numpts) + 1
I photo = ( ( ( ( oddrow + 1) / 2) — point ) / numpts ) + 1Bcoll = ( (photo - 1) X 6) + 1Bcol6 = Bcoll + 5

Ccoll = (numpho X 6) + ( (point — 1) X 5) + 1Cco15 = Ccoll + 2
call collin (xi(point, photo), vi(point, photo),

I XP(point), YP(point), ZP(point),
I omega, phi, kappa,
I XL(photo), YL(photo), ZL(photo),
I Bdummy, Cdummy, fdummy)

do 10 j = Bcoll, Bcol6
Bdmndx = j · Bcoll + 1
B(oddrow, j) = Bdummy(1, Bdmndx)B( (oddrow + 1), j) = Bdummy(2, Bdmndx)10 continue

do 15 j = Ccoll, Cco15
Cdmndx = j — Ccoll + 1
B(oddrow, j) = Cdummy(1, Cdmndx)B( (oddrow + 1), j) = Cdummy(Z, Cdmndx)15 continue

f(oddrow) = fdummy(1)
f(oddrow + 1) = fdummy(2)
return
end

II
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subroutine iterat (delta, m, n, ssr, df,
I B, ldb, f, ldf, v)

C xxx This routine controls the iteretion for the xxxC xxx photogrammetric resection application of xxx
C xxx Givens adjustment package. It assesses the xxxC xxx convergence, updates parameters, writes the xxxC xxx results to file photo.dat, stops or returns xxxC xxx as appropriate, and closes units l 8 Z. xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Declaration statements xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Parameters xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer numpar
parameter (numpar = 6)
integer maxpho
parameter (maxpho = 10)
integer maxpts
parameter _ _ (maxpts = 25)double precision rho
parameter (rho = l.74532925l9943296E—O2)

CC
xxx Argumente In xxx

Cinteger Ü m, n, ldb, ldf
double precision delta(numpar), ssr, v(l), df

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Argumente Out xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

double precision B(1db, 1), f(1)
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxC xxx These are in common block PHOTOS, shared xxxC xxx among all the pnotogrammetric application xxxC xxx subroutines called by GIVENS xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer _ numpho, numpts
double precision xpp, vpp
double precision XL(maxpho), YL(maxpho), Zl(maxpho)double precision XP{maxpts), YP(maxpts), ZP(maxpts)
double precision omega(maxpho), phi(maxpho), kappa(maxpho)
double preciseon xitmaxpts, maxpho), y1(maxpts, maxpho)double precision rotmtx(3,3,maxpho)
double precision foclen
common / PHOTOS /

I numpho, numpts,
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I (Y xpp, vpp,
I XL, YL, ZL,
I XP, YP, ZP,
I Olhégaß Phi: KBPPQ,
I xi 1 pI rotmtx
common / BLK6 / foclen

CC
XXX Local Variables XXX

Cinteger row, i
logical frstim
data frstim / .true. /
integer itcnt

I data itcnt / 0 /
double precision maxdel, var0
double precision om, ph, ka

CCC

XXX Executable statements XXX
C XXXXXXXXBEXXXXXXBEXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBEXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C XXX First: assess the convergence XXX
itcnt = itcnt + 1
var0 = ssr / df
maxdel = 0.0d0
omega(1) = omega(1) + de1ta(1)
om = omega(1) / rho
phi(1) = ph1(1) + de1ta(2)
ph = phi(1) / rho
kappa(1) = kappa(1) + delta(3)
ka = kappa(1)

* XL(1) = XL(1) + de1ta(0)
YL(1) = YL(1) + delta(5)
ZL(1) = ZL(1) + de1ta(6)
maxdel = max( abs(de1ta(1)),

I abs(de1ta(2)),
I abs(de1ta(3)),
I abs(delta(4)),
I abs(de1ta(5)),
I abs(delta(6)) )

I write (2,101) itcnt
101 format (// , ' Results of Iteration ', I1, '=')write (2,102) var0
102 format (’ Estimated sigma(0)—squared = ', 012.6)

write (2,103) om, ph, ka, XL(1), YL(1), ZL(1)
103 format (/, ' Omega = ', 012.6,

I /, ' Phi =
‘,

012.6,_ I /, ’ Kappa = ', 012.6,
r I /, ' XL = ', 012.6,

I /, ' YL = ', 012.6,I /, ' ZL = ', 012.6 )

I I

I
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I
if (maxdel .1e. 1.0d-6) then

write (2,104) itcnt
104 format (//, ' Convergence achieved after ', I1, ' iteratiohs.')write (2,108)108 format (/, ' Final residua1s=')

write ((i,v(i)), i = 1; N)
107 format (' v(', 13, ’)

= ', D12.6)close (unit = 1)
close (unit = 2)
stop

else if ( itcnt .ge. 5 ) then
write (2,105)105 format

I (//, ' Iteration limit (five) reached —— no convergencer')write (2,106) de1ta(l), de1ta(2), delta(3),I de1ta(4), delta(6), de1ta(7)106 format (/' , De1ta—Ome9a = ', D12.6,| /' , Delta-Phi = ',
I /' } D€1‘tä'°Kappa = '; Dl2•6}
I /' , De1ta—XL = ', D12.6,
I /' p D€1{a°YI•. = '} D12•6;
I /' , Delta—ZL = ', Dl2.6 )

write (2,108)
write (2,107) ((i,v(i)), i = 1, m)
close (unit = 1)
close (unit = 2)
stop

else
C XXX Carry on with the processing —— get XXXC XXX new design and constant matrices. XXXdo 20 row = 1, (m—1), 2call Brows(row, B, ldb, f, ldf)C XXX Other variables are contained in XXXC XXX common block PHOTOS. XXX20 continue

endif
return
end

I

I
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subroutine getdat (ldb, ldf, m, n, B, f)
QQC

xxx UECLARATION STATMENTS xxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments ln xxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer ldb, ldf
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Arguments Out xxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer m, n
double precision B(ldb, 1)
double precision f(ldf)

Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx Parameters xxx
Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer maxpho
parameter (maxpho = 10)
integer maxpts
parameter _ (maxpts = 25)
double precision rho
parameter (rho = l.74552925l9945296E—02)

Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX These are in common block PHOTOS, shared ¥¥¥
C XXX among all the photogrammetric application äää
C xxx subroutines called bv GIVENS ***Q xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

integer _ numpho, numpts
double precision xpp, vpp
double precision XL(maxpho), YL(maxpho), ZL(maxpho)
double precision XP(maxpts), YP(maxpts), ZP(maxpts)
double precision omega(maxpho), philmaxpho), kappa(maxpho)
double precision xilmaxpts, maxpho), v1(maxpts, maxpho)
double precxsion rotmtx(3,3,maxpho)
double preciszon foclen
common / PHOTOS /

I numpho, numpts,
I xpn, vpp,
I XL, YL, ZL,
I XP, YP, ZP,
I omega, Phi, kappa,
I x1, vi,I rotmtx
common / BLK6 / foclen
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CC
XXX Local Variables XXX

Cinteger i, 5, k, photo, point, row
double precision om, ph, ka
double precision dX, dY, dZ, xnum, ynum, denom

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxx EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS xxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Open files; read parameters XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

open (unit=1,
8 file = 'photo.dat',
8 status = 'old')

read (1, 100) numpho, numpts
100 format (2i4)

m = numpho X numpts X 2
c n = (numpho X 6) + (numpts X 3)

n = (numpho X 6)

read (1,101) foclen, xpp, ypp
101 format (3f10.3)

C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C XXX Read the data file: XXX
C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

do 10 photo = 1, numpho
read(l,l01) XL(photo), YL(photo), ZL(photo)
read(1,101) om, ph, ka
omega(photo) = om X rho
phi(ph0to) = ph X rho
kappatphoto) = ka X rho
do 5 point = 1, numpts

read(1,101) xi(point, photo), yi(point, photo)
5 continue

10 continue
do 15 point = 1, numpts

read(1,101) XP(point), YP(point), ZP(point)
15 continue

do 20 row = 1, (m-1), 2
call Brows(row, B, ldb, f, ldf)

C XXX Other variables are contained in XXX
C XXX common block PHOTOS. XXX

20 continue

open (unit=2,
8 file = 'photo.res',
8 status = 'new')

I
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return
end

L
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